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Preface
Preaching the Whole Counsel of God to the Whole World, Volume 

4 seems like an exceedingly long title, and of course, it is.  Obviously, 

preach the whole counsel of God to the whole world.

to provide an intelligible resource and reference collection of homilies. Expe

Gospel Gazette On-
line, The Voice of Truth International

Preaching the Whole Counsel of God to the Whole World, Volume 

this title circulates across continents and every time a lesson is presented 

these lessons taught and preached. Through these sermons, a piece of me 
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The HomeThe Home
National TreasureNational Treasure

Psalm 127:3-5
Thesis:

Introduction:Introduction:
National Treasure

a fanciful escape into imaginary adventure.
2. National Treasure

3. Our real national treasure, though, is our children.
4. 
Body:Body:
I. Psalm 127:3-5 refers to children as one’s heritage.

Especially anciently, families unable to have children 

II. Psalm 128:3-4 refers to one’s family as a good crop.
Especially children need special attention so that they make a 

Sometimes that special attention is negative, e.g. disci

3. 
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The HomeThe Home
a good crop.

being in their mothers and in their fathers.
3. 

children acquire some of the admirable traits characteris

Conclusion:

should result in a good harvest.
3. 

spiritual matters results in folly and misery instead of a bumper 

Invitation:

3. 

4. 
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Heritage of  the LordHeritage of  the Lord

Psalms 127:3-5
Thesis: To prompt parents and grandparents to love their young 

Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

3. 

Body:Body:
I. The Bible places a great responsibility on parents as to how 

they rear their children.
Especially fathers have the responsibility to rear their children 

D. 

II. The Bible also notes the valuable participation of grandpar-
ents in the successful upbringing of children.
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Conclusion:

3. 
4. 

need to begin molding their pliable minds to become faithful 

Invitation:
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What the Home Owes Its ChildrenWhat the Home Owes Its Children

1 Timothy 3:4, 12
Thesis:

environment for its children.
Introduction:Introduction:

The home is the basic unit of any society.
a. Truly, societies, nations and the church depend on the home 

for their survival.
b. 
c. 

a. 
improve upon it or dare be supposed could replace it.

b. 
tion of the home and the rearing of children.

c. The operation of the home and childrearing includes instill

3. 
children.
a. 

b. 
als regarding the home and childrearing that are noble goals 

Body:Body:
I. -

ed through a loving mother and loving father.

ents and children, meaning that they are less likely to result 
in happy, productive and functional homes.
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in the home.

3. 
ducing a happy marriage and home life.

4. 
basis for a permanent, happy marriage and home into 

tive reason hobbles the marriage and the home.
Divorce destroys the divine ideal of the home, and it hurts its 
members, especially children.

a marriage ruined by adultery could divorce and remarry, 

3. 

riage and the home.
II. The home owes its children the assumption of divinely ap-

pointed parental roles.

3. 
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Under ordinary circumstances, it is not the primary responsi

3. Note:

4. 

III. The home owes its children love and discipline.

too much to discipline does not really love that child, 

Discipline may be providing the proper example, instruc

IV. The home owes its children OJT (on the job training) in god-
liness and faithfulness.

Parents should teach their children proper priorities.
The children should have no doubt that mom and dad 
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3. 

because they see the fruit of the Spirit in the lives of their 

Parents should exhibit steadfastness in the faith.

Do your children have good role models in their parents 

Conclusion:

3. The home contributes to either the success or the failure of its 
product — its children.

4. 

her divinely appointed roles in the home, that father or mother 
miserably fails.

Invitation:
Each mother and each father must strive to be the best parents 

true salvation.
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Rearing ChildrenRearing Children

Proverbs 23:13-14
Thesis: To address biblical and practical aspects of rearing children.
Introduction:Introduction:

Jesus Christ: The Hope of the Home 
and Christ in the Home

To be certain, there are obstacles to rearing children.
3. 
4. 

a. 
and, many times, discipline is sadly lacking in the home.

b. 
obligation to ex

Body:Body:
I. Mission of rearing children.

The TV series Mission Impossible

Sometimes, it may seem that childrearing is an impossi

complish the mission.
3. Every parent has opted to accept the mission of childrearing 

by his or her voluntary participation in sexual intercourse 

ents may not realize the mission they have espoused by their 

4. 
no turning back from the mission of childrearing for the 
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The mission of childrearing is not unlike the overall mission 
of the church.

home.

3. 
more importantly

4. Our children must be taught to seek spiritual maturity in 

Our children must be taught spiritual productivity

3. Our children should be groomed for future teachers, el

preachers.
D. The mission of childrearing is too important to take lightly 

or to fail.

living.

childrearing mission.
II. The responsibilities of childrearing.

Obviously, there are parental responsibilities involved in rear
ing children.

These responsibilities also include spiritual care, Ephe
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3. 

to be biblically successful.

3. 

4. 

themselves.

role in childrearing.

3. 
4. 

III. The negative side of rearing children.
There are several obstacles to rearing children.

Parental imperfection is bound to lead to mistakes in chil

adversely.
3. 

a certain obstacle.
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4. 

8. Secular advice and books can often render more harm 

3. 

4. 
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person is a crisis resulting in despair sometimes leads to 

8. Our young people may also be threatened by sex and dat
ing unless both parents and their children exercise caution 

Danger signs tell of developing problems.

to the problem areas.

ents must be careful their children do not learn a dislike for 

D. 

the treatment of their children according to their maturity 
and age.

3. 
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IV. The positive side of rearing children.

Successful childrearing helps qualify parents for greater ser
vice in the kingdom.

Especially elders must rear their children successfully,  

Deacons also must demonstrate skills in rearing children, 

3. 

dren are credits rather than liabilities to their parents.

endeavoring their best to rear their children.

compelled to compliment you on the good public behav

drearing in such cases occurred at home and is only on 

3. 

4. 
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V. Tools for good childrearing.

rience they once lacked and convincing children that their 

3. Perhaps distasteful for both parent and child, corporal 
punishment is biblical and sometimes absolutely neces

4. 

rewards
struction reinforces successful childrearing.
Praise, too, underscores successes in rearing children.

3. 

4. Parents need to remember they are responsible for con
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Conclusion:

neglect.
3. 
4. 
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Inviting Christ into the HomeInviting Christ into the Home

Genesis 2:18-25
Thesis:

Introduction:Introduction:

a. 

b. 

the basic unit of society.
c. 

its homes.
d. 

not reside in those homes, but rather, Satan is enthroned in 
those homes.

Our nation cannot continue to be great if family units upon 

a. 
continues to undermine the stability of the home in this nation 

b. 
instruction regarding marriage and the home, rampant di

c. 

Body:Body:
I. Jesus Christ is needed in today’s homes.
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lifted up in spirituality.
3. 

3. 

4. 

3. 

4. There is an abiding sense of hopelessness in the homes 

possibly even facing death outside of Christ.

and death.
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D. 

in the home, the bereaved can only experience utter de

3. 
E. 

in the home.

home, they can be angry or kind, inspiring or destructive, 

3. 

its occupants.

3. 

4. 

this or any century, especially respecting the salvation of souls.
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II. Jesus Christ in today’s homes makes them stronger.

the home.

 

3. 

4. 
home and is amply able to instruct it.

marriage altar, at the birth of children, in good times and 

son in the home can appeal.

in their homes, are not equipped for lives of love, happi
ness and lifelong companionship.

3. 

4. 
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in modern society.

3. 

4. 

 

gravest problems confronting the church today, marital 

D. 
greatest attacks on the home in our time, alcohol.

3. Drunkenness is a matter of degrees and is uniformly con
 

E. 
tesy and consideration.

3. 

4. 
marriages.
The kindness, courtesy and consideration that permeate 
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Conclusion:

of all family problems.

Invitation:

3. 
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The Hand that  Rocks the CradleThe Hand that  Rocks the Cradle

Proverbs 22:6
Thesis: To emphasize and praise motherhood.
Introduction:Introduction:

sands of years ago through the present.

motherhood.
3. 

Body:Body:
I. Right thinking persons place a premium on motherhood.

desses.

England.

mother and motherhood.
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Battle Hymn of the Republic

3. 

4. 

8. 
Day a national holiday.

all government buildings and do invite the people of the 

expression of our love and reverence for the mothers of 
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II. The Bible has a high regard for motherhood.

Strong’s
3. 

4. Keil & Delitzsch

Strong’s

 

fect specimen.
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Sometimes the grandmother or other female relative is thus 
International

3. Scripture uses the concept of motherhood to convey the love 

4. 

III. We need to remember our mothers fondly, not only on Moth-
er’s Day, but daily.

quotes.

3. 

4. 
appreciation and her faith in me at a critical time in my 
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and she cared deeply for Samuel even after she dedicated 

3. 

Conclusion:

of the year to dine out, and telephone lines record their highest 

3. Motherhood is so important to the human race that it has been 
honored by God and man from the beginning to the present.

4. 
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Invitation:

3. 

Works Cited

Biblesoft’s New Exhaustive Strong’s Numbers and Concordance with Ex-
panded Greek-Hebrew Dictionary

Adam Clarke’s Commentary

International Standard Bible Encyclopaedia

Keil & Delitzsch Commentary on the Old Testament

Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words. 
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It Takes a CommunityIt Takes a Community

Proverbs 22:6
Thesis:
rear a child successfully.
Introduction:Introduction:

ternet search engine and glancing through the results.

and the church, to rear a child successfully to adulthood.
3. 

church to successful childrearing.
Body:Body:
I. 

edge that it takes a community to successfully rear children.

Merriam

sometimes through curriculum taught and their peers.

media in all of its forms, e.g. TV, movies, music, video 
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3. 
times by homelife.

4. 
times by their religious experiences or the lack of the same.

participates in rearing our children.

be overemphasized.
3. 

moral support system available to the home through the 

II. Second, consider for a few moments the necessity of good and 
responsive homes to the successful rearing of our children.

many men fail to realize.

3. Simply providing food, clothes and a place to live is not 
enough, though many fathers think they have accomplished 
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is underappreciated by many mothers today.

3. 
ative that they do not forsake their responsibility in the 

D. 

responsibility of rearing their children.

childrearing.
3. 

help us in successful childrearing.
III. Third, consider for a few moments the urgency of a caring 

and morally responsive church family to successful rearing 
of our children.

The church is part of the community that can contribute in a 

 

2. Strong’s Concordance and Dictionary
Biblesoft’s

3. 
The church makes several invaluable contributions to suc
cessful childrearing.

minds of children and parents alike.
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3. 

4. 
common interest in childrearing, and together they help to 

Conclusion:

participates in rearing our children.
Together the home and the church can increase the likelihood of 
successful childrearing.

Invitation:

3. 

4. 

Works Cited
Biblesoft’s New Exhaustive Strong’s Numbers and Concordance with Ex-

panded Greek-Hebrew Dictionary

Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary
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Mother

2 Timothy 1:5
Thesis: To praise godly mothers and emphasize their maternal re

their mothers.
Introduction:Introduction:

Merriam

3. 
Biblesoft’s

4. 

Body:Body:
I. The Bible records special mothers.

II. The Bible honors mothers.
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III. The Bible requires especially children to always honor their 

mothers.

principle that children ought to honor their mothers, Ephe

D. 

E. 
 

IV. The Bible emphasizes maternal responsibility.
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D. 

E. 

Conclusion:

fathers, or especially rebellious children, fail to adore their 

3. There is no better example of the tag team of a mother and a 
grandmother contributing to successful childrearing than of 

Invitation:

3. 

Works Cited
Biblesoft’s New Exhaustive Strong’s Numbers and Concordance with Ex-

panded Greek-Hebrew Dictionary

The Theological Dictionary of the 
New Testament

Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary

Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Biblical Words
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In Appreciation of  FathersIn Appreciation of  Fathers

Genesis 18:19
Thesis:
Introduction:Introduction:

merely because of their participation in procreation.

3. 
reminded of their role respecting their children.

Body:Body:
I. The father under ordinary circumstances is primarily re-

sponsible for sustaining the home physically.

their children beyond the necessities of this life.
II. The father also is responsible for sustaining the home spiritually.

D. 

E. 
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III. Notice some biblical portraits of fathers.

 

D. 

E. 

Conclusion:

3. 
important role regarding both the physical and the spiritual 
needs of your children.

A True HomeA True Home
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Invitation:

Works Cited
Scrapbook.com
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Marriage, Divorce and RemarriageMarriage, Divorce and Remarriage

Matthew 19:9
Thesis:
cerning marriage, divorce and remarriage.
Introduction:Introduction:

a. 

b. To be biblically valid, marriage must conform to both the ap

throughout history, too.
a. 

and biblically sanctioned marriage.
b. 

societal norm.
3. 

tion of marriage.
a. 
b. 
c. 

Body:Body:
I. Jesus Christ taught one man for one woman for life, except 

that the innocent spouse in a divorce because of adultery 
may remarry an eligible candidate.

tive until the church began.
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individuals or if necessary involving the church in such mat

3. 

4. 

one male and one female.
3. 

committed adultery.

also may remarry.
3. 

II. The apostle Paul also taught about marriage and divorce.

divorce.
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3. 
4. 

abuse of her husband rests on him, not her.
Still, divorce for safety reasons, etc., by itself, does not 

The apostle Paul absolutely did not establish an additional 

yet lives!

3. 
 

4. 
Paul does not give an additional ground for divorce and 

 

circumstances.
8. 
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III. Both Christians and non-Christians are bound by New Tes-

tament marriage laws.

is repenting.

IV. There are only three types of persons who are biblically eli-
gible candidates for marriage.

to marry.

3. 
ly elgilble to marry.

that spouse and remarry another biblically eligible spouse, 

Conclusion:

and Eve.
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3.  

4. Only never married persons, widowed people and innocent 
spouses in divorces for adultery can contract biblically 
approved marriages.

Invitation:

3. 
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Getting Along with the BrethrenGetting Along with the Brethren

1 Corinthians 6:1-8
Thesis: To encourage brotherly love and brotherly kindness rather than 

Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

a. 
may develop into church problems pertain to matters that 

b. 
may develop into congregational problems pertain to divine 

position of souls.

a. Doctrinal deviations, though, must not be tolerated, even if 

b. 

c. 

3. 

a. 

b. 
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c. 

4. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Body:Body:
I. 
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3. 

frain from engaging in civil suits against each other.
II. 

the world shall be judged by you, are ye unworthy to judge 

that they are unrighteous.

himself and led his family to save themselves constituted 

3. 

importance to salvation issues.

therefore, they ought to be more than able to address is

III. 

This verse repeats the message of the preceding verse for 

references to sinful angels.
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IV. 
set them to judge who are least esteemed in the church. I 
speak to your shame. Is it so, that there is not a wise man 
among you? no, not one that shall be able to judge between 

portant as salvation issues.
Only doctrines of divine origin deserve the type of de

respecting matters of less importance that pertain to this 

V. 
unbelievers. Now therefore there is utterly a fault among 
you, because ye go to law one with another. Why do ye not 
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be defrauded? Nay, ye do wrong, and defraud, and that your 

is emphasized repeatedly in this context.

as synonyms for sin.

Conclusion:

a. 
ities, opinions and optional matters.

b. 

c. 

church and be resolved there.
a. 

the brethren involved if possible.
b. 
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c. 

3. 

a. 
b. 

c. Getting along with our Christian brethren on earth cer-
tainly must be a prerequisite to any anticipated fellowship 
together in Heaven forever!

Invitation:

3. 
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A Whole New Way of  LifeA Whole New Way of  Life

Romans 6:1-2
Thesis:

Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

2. Christianity is supposed to be a whole new way of life!
3. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

4. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

submissiveness to the Sovereign of the universe.
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Body:Body:
I. The apostle Paul emphasized that Christians must live dif-

ferently than how the same persons lived prior to becoming 
Christians.

been cleansed from their past sins.

obedient souls, imperfect yes, but nevertheless obedient, 

3. 
in their lives, setting themselves up to fail miserably in 

3. 

4. 
ful conduct characteristic of their former lives and still 
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II. True-hearted, whole-hearted Christianity demands of Chris-

tians that they fully throw themselves into the practice and 
spread of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
A. True-hearted, whole-hearted Christians allow Christianity 

to consume their lives.

3. 

4. 

possibly can.

planet earth that ought to mean more to the practicing 
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one can still think, he or she can at least pray.
3. 

Conclusion:
1. Christianity doesn’t mean enough to you if it does not mean 

everything to you!
2. Christianity doesn’t mean enough to you if it does not materially 

3. 

tianity from academics, friends, career, and other pursuits. 

Invitation:

3. 

Works Cited
Think
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Sins of  Good People in the ChurchSins of  Good People in the Church

1 Peter 4:17
Thesis:
holy, pure and obedient.
Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

a. 

b. 

c. 

3. 

4. 
church.

Body:Body:
I. Omission of duty.

II. 
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III. Becoming lukewarm.

IV. Violating the Golden Rule.

V. Practicing a surface religion.

VI. Choking our Christianity with worldly cares and pleasures.

D. 
E. 

VII. Compromise of Truth to please family.
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VIII. Quarrelsome in the church, at home or at work.
 

IX. Covetousness.

X. Discourteous and unfriendly.

XI. Envy.

The older brother of the prodigal son, despite many other 

XII. Desiring preeminence.
Diotrephes abused his brethren so he could rule the church, 

XIII. Burying one’s talents.
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There is something for every member of the church to do in 

XIV. Failing to bridle the tongue and control one’s temper.

XV. Being too critical.

Conclusion:

3. 

Invitation:

3. 
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The Cost of  DiscipleshipThe Cost of  Discipleship

Luke 14:25-35
Thesis:

Introduction:Introduction:

a. 

b. 

The cost of discipleship is adequately demonstrated and record

a. 

b. 

Body:Body:
I. Luke 14:25-35.

3. 
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3. Being a disciple involves activity in the face of peril.

3. Anyone who would propose to be a disciple of our 
Lord must predetermine to pay the cost.

II. 

Webster’s Seventh

Living Webster 
3. 

Analytical Greek

teaching, practicing the same until it becomes a daily habit.
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3. True discipleship is maintained only by the divine author

4. 

III. 

Living Webster

Webster’s Seventh
3. 

IV. The Cost of Discipleship is Demanding.

True discipleship is maintained by faithful service and is 

Discipleship does not simply happen, but it is learned,  
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This familiarity occurs as the calculated result of earnest 
 

V. Demonstrating the Cost of Discipleship.

agonizing execution by ungrateful mankind on the cross.

3. 
4. 

Encouragement in the face of persecution is a frequent bib
lical topic.

3.  

4. 

D. 
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2. Foxe’s Book of Martyrs chronicles the torturous deaths of 

3. 

4. 

Conclusion:

activity among large numbers of our brethren.
The more overlooked sin among us is probably that of omission, 

3. 

4. 

and careless discipleship
Invitation:

save souls from the perils of an individual, divine examination 

Unfaithful, unfruitful disciples can recommit themselves to 

3. Unbaptized believers can begin a life of discipleship by putting 
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Works Cited

Analytical Greek Lexicon, The
The Interlinear Literal Translation of The Greek 

New Testament
Living Webster Encyclopedic Dictionary of the English Language, The. 

Cyclopedia of Biblical, Theo-
logical and Ecclesiastical Literature

Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, 

Word Studies in the New Testament

Webster’s Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary
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Living Soberly, Righteously  Living Soberly, Righteously  

and Godly in This Present Worldand Godly in This Present World
Titus 2:12

Thesis:
Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

church, the saved.
a. 
b. 

a. 

b. 

3. 

godly virtues.
Body:Body:
I. Titus One

D. The appointment of elders is a contributor to individual 

E. 
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II. Titus Two

D. 

E. 

initially given are equally forceful and authoritative today, 

There is no cause to despise the messenger.

III. Titus Three

D. 
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E. 

IV. Lessons

D. 

E. 

doctrine, sound in the faith, charitable, patient, not a false 
accuser, teachers of good things, compassionate, discreet, 

foolish, not disobedient, not deceived, not lustful, not lovers 
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of pleasure, not living in malice, not envious, not hateful, 

I. When Christians do what they can and still fall short of 
righteousness whereby they can come into the presence 
of God, through mercy and grace God makes up the dif-
ference (conditionally), 2:11, 3:5-7.

Conclusion:

remitted.

3. 

Invitation:

 

3. 
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Let Us Examine Our Ways  Let Us Examine Our Ways  
and Turn Back to the Lordand Turn Back to the Lord

Lamentations 3:40 NKJV
Thesis: To encourage introspection and spiritual revival.
Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

Periodic or routine introspection is key to being in a right rela

3. 

Body:Body:
I. Let’s look more closely at Lamentations 3:40.

Biblesoft’s
Biblesoft’s

3. 

4. 

in every aspect thereof.

Biblesoft’s
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3. 

4. 

ter, a reformation brought about by repentance.

goal. The poet is urging upon his hearers a complete and 

II. What principles might we derive from Lamentations 3:40 
that we can apply to ourselves today?

3. 

4. 
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thy manner, i.e. for spiritual purposes rather than to grat

3. 

4. 

5. The whole of our Christianity needs to be whole-heart-
ed submission to Almighty God

Conclusion:
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3. 

Invitation:

3.  

4. 
Works Cited

Barnes’ Notes

Biblesoft’s New Exhaustive Strong’s Numbers and Concordance with Ex-
panded Greek-Hebrew Dictionary

Jeremiah and Lamentations
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The Time Is At Hand For Godly Living

Revelation 1:3; Romans 13:11-14
Thesis:
Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

3. 

Body:Body:
I. Examples of godliness among God’s children.

diate family could not be persuaded from their ungodliness, 

characters.

D. 
E. 

 

II. Examples of the lack of godliness among God’s children.

rable today.
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D. 
E. 

III. Exhortations to godliness.

highly of our godliness.
D. 

naked and consider ourselves modest.
E. 

Practicing godliness means not keeping evil companions, 
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Conclusion:

everywhere.
all of the time.

Invitation:
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Temple of  GodTemple of  God

Matthew 24:1
Thesis:
ment and impress upon one another the requirement to set ourselves 

Introduction:Introduction:

a. hieron

hieron
b. naos

Naos

naos apparently is used in the biblical text as a syn
onym for hieron, to refer to the collection of Temple buildings 

a.  Matthew 27:5
the Temple in the presence of the chief priests and elders. 

priest only once a year.
b.  John 2:10

3. naos being used in the place of 
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hieron

a. naos or hieron in 
various biblical passages makes those texts more intelligible.

b. 
naos

trines more meaningful.
Body:Body:
I. Citing examples of the uses of hieron and naos

 hieron
 Luke 2:27 hieron
 

hieron
3.  Matthew 4:5

hieron
4.  Matthew 21:13

hieron
hieron

hieron
 Matthew 24:1

hieron
 hieron
 Luke 18:10

hieron
8.  John 8:20 hieron

 John 10:23
hieron

 Luke 24:53
hieron

  – The early church continued to make use of the 
hieron
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 Acts 3:1-8 hieron

 Acts 5:20
hieron

 Acts 5:42 – The apostles taught and preached daily in the 
hieron

 hieron

 naos
 

naos
 Matthew 23:35

naos
3.  Matthew 27:51

naos
4.  Luke 1:9

naos
 Acts 7:48; 17:24
naos

II. Figurative references to temple (naos) emphasize the pres-
ence of deity.

 Naos

 John 21:19-21 naos

three days.
  – The body that is the church in 

naos
3.  

naos
4.  Ephesians 2:21 naos

 
naos
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called you is holy, so be ye holy in all manner of conver
 

3. 
4. 

III. God will not continue to dwell in His temple when His chil-
dren forsake Him.

for ye are the temple [naos

come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the 

Conclusion:
hieron and naos, both translated 

naos
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3. 

Invitation:
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A Burning and a Shining Light

John 5:35; Matthew 5:14-16
Thesis:
Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

3. 

Body:Body:
I. The Bible contrasts the light of righteousness with the dark-

ness of wickedness.

darkness of sin.
II. Light is divine in origin.
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3. 

4. 

III. Light shines on earth through the Word of God.

 

D. 

IV. 

D. 

E. 

V. Christians are cautioned against false lights.
Satan and his servants take on the appearance of light and 
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VI. How can Christians let their lights shine?
only

all

D. 
E. 

Conclusion:

3. 

4. 

Invitation:

3. 
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Let’s Go to Heaven — Together!Let’s Go to Heaven — Together!

Philippians 3:17, 20
Thesis:

Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

3. 

4. 

Body:Body:
I. 

II. 

III. 
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IV. 

V. -

 

Conclusion:

a. a congregation
b. a brotherhood
c. 
d. families
e. friends
f. community
g. nation
h. 

together!
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
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f. 
g. 
h. 

Invitation:

3. 
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The Nature of   the Bible HeartThe Nature of   the Bible Heart

Romans 6:17
Thesis:

Introduction:Introduction:

3. 
pumps blood throughout the body.

4. 

Body:Body:
I. One third of the Bible heart is characterized by intellect.

II. One third of the Bible heart is characterized by willpower.

III. One third of the Bible heart is characterized by emotion.

IV. The nature of the Bible heart is conducive to Gospel preaching.
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preaching or disobey it.

3. 

it supposes that mankind is incapable of responding to the 

The doctrine of universalism is false because it supposes 
that mankind does not need to respond to the preaching 

Conclusion:

redemption of man.
3. The Bible as God gave it is adaptable to man as God made him!
4. 

Invitation:

obey unto eternal life or he can disobey unto eternal punishment, 
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3. 
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The Persuasive Power  The Persuasive Power  
of  Godly Deportmentof  Godly Deportment

1 Peter 3:1-6
Thesis:

Introduction:Introduction:

ties respecting various roles.
a. 

b. 

c. The apostle also addressed some responsibilities of husbands 

d. 

a. 

b. 

 

c. 
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3. 

a. 

from advising their husbands.
b. Second, in any century including today, husbands often turn 

4. 

a. 

b. 

Body:Body:
I. The apostle Peter directed Christian wives to remain in sub-

jection to their non-Christian husbands, and he provided a 
noble motive for such conduct, vss. 1-2.
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3. 

4. 

without a word, 

The verse does not suppose that anyone can be saved 

3. 

4. -
ing the Gospel in action!
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3. 

4. 

II. -
ior by which Christian wives may save their non-Christian 
husbands.

physical allurements.
Spiritual allurements must be employed to direct hus

3. 
and pursued over natural outward adornment cou-
pled with holy inward adornment.

3. The apostle Peter condemned extravagant hairdos into 

4. The apostle Paul also addressed the proper adornment of 
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ly holy.

and adornment.

1. The inner person of one who professes to be God’s 
child must outshine the outward adornment.

3. 

4. The hidden man of the heart or the spiritual part of man 
is invisible or concealed to the eye, but a glimpse of the 

manifestation via adornment.
D. 

3. 

4. 

E. 

beauty.
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3. 
man that leads one to spiritual maturity is more valuable 
than the expensive pearls, gold and sliver that may adorn 

III. The apostle Peter encouraged Christian wives to imitate 
holy women, such as Sarah, recorded in the Old Testament 

by Peter.

Of course, no one today can prove she is an ancestral descen

3. 

4. 
relationship to Sarah as her daughters, only valid as long 
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and husbands.

D. 

Conclusion:

3. 

Invitation:

3. 
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Christianity: Theory and PracticeChristianity: Theory and Practice

Ephesians 5:8
Thesis:

Songs:

Introduction:Introduction:

a. 

this lesson.
b. 

Merriam
c. Merriam
d. 

a. As good as book learning is, one’s education is not complete 
until he has gained experience in the area of his education.

b. 

teacher experience.
c. 

actual experience respecting farming, auto mechanics, cook

3. Theory and practice together are essential to success in anything, 

a. 
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b. 
spells sure failure respecting the eternal disposition of souls.

c. 

d. 

4. 

Body:Body:
I. The theory or facts (truths) respecting Christianity are per-

fect and adequate if practiced to save souls.

Though the Old Testament provides background and ex

3. 

consequences.
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II. The practice of theory (facts and truths) of Christianity is 
equally important to the salvation of souls as discerning the 
theory of Christianity.

Conclusion:
Essentially, Christians must be careful to practice what they 
preach to remain saved

3. 
Invitation:

Works Cited
Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary. Electronic Database. Spring
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Let Your Light So Shine

Matthew 5:16
Thesis:
Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

a. 
paragraph.

b. 
positive, calculated result.

c. The reverse must also be true, namely, if the divine instruction 

a. 
Testament kingdom or church rather than to the Old Testa

b. 

c. 

Body:Body:
I. 

savour, wherewith shall it be salted? it is thenceforth good 
for nothing, but to be cast out, and to be trodden under foot 

commodity of trade.
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3. 
counterfeiting to make the salt go further.

4. 
help preserve food.

3. 

quality.

3. 
useless as ruined salt, except that human souls are more 
important than salt and the food it is supposed to preserve.

D. 

for nothing.
Christians who will not do what Christians 

are supposed to do are worthless.
3. 

posed to be evangelistic, and if they are not evangelistic, 

E. 
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3. 

II. -

3. 

ness of sin.

ter darkness of sin.
3. 

4. 

direct contact and frequent association.

i.e. benevolent institutions and morality are traceable to 

plunderers and hostile armies.

in the dark of night.
3. Similarly, the light of Christians should be acutely vis-

ible in a world of spiritual darkness.
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III. 

but on a candlestick; and it giveth light unto all that are in 

The purpose of lighting a candle is to produce light.

3. 
cealed or covered.

4. 

3. 

all souls.
4. The scope of the light is identical to the universal scope of 

IV. 

3. 
tians and congregations.

4. -
er than to ‘shine your light.’

torch in the blackest of nights.
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front of the human race.
3. 

1. The calculated result of Christians allowing their 
lights to shine is that men will see.
Seeing means a discerning look and applied spiritually as 

D. 

2. Works are the manifestation of Christian light.
3. 

4. 

 

E. 

Such may or may not lead to conversions, but even un

3. 

4. 
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Conclusion:

3. 

4. 
 

Invitation:
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Highway of  HolinessHighway of  Holiness

Isaiah 35:8
Thesis:

Introduction:Introduction:

3. 

4. 
Body:Body:
I. Let’s look a little more closely at Isaiah 35:8.

Biblesoft’s

valleys are raised.
3. 

Biblesoft’s
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3. 

Biblesoft’s

home.
3. 

D. Biblesoft’s

E. Biblesoft’s

ple persons cannot mistake it.

holiness so that none need stray from it.
3. 

is poorly marked nor because there is no guide along the 

II. Appropriately, Christianity or the Lord’s church is spoken 
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There are not many paths through the forest of life, all of 

3. 

Conclusion:

3. 
4. 

Invitation:

 

Works Cited
Barnes’ Notes

Biblesoft’s New Exhaustive Strong’s Numbers and Concordance with Ex-
panded Greek-Hebrew Dictionary

. Elec
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Honest Things
2 Corinthians 8:21

Thesis:

Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

Body:Body:
I. Just what is the context of 2 Corinthians 8:21?

in Palestine.

scriptural command and apostolic precedent to make an 
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to our lives.

Biblesoft’s

for taking care of their families or face being dubbed as 

spect to gender.
II. Living one’s life honestly before God and his fellow man pre-

emptively refutes false allegations before they arise.
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of previous calculation, a settled plan, a thing that is to be 
attended to of set design.

Especially concerning the management and administration 

the likelihood of baseless accusations being made.
This demeanor, conduct and reputation happens not by 

D. 

it a matter of previous thought, of earnest diligence, that 
our conduct should be perfectly honest and comely before 

Students in school should be diligent in their studies and 
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as appear to be cooperative in their education.
Employees and employers ought to conduct themselves 

as appear to be genuinely interested in their respective 
roles as employees and employers.

3. 

family roles and interaction.
4. 

Especially preachers, elders, deacons, teachers, etc. ought 
to not only perform their respective duties, but they ought 
to appear to any onlookers as performing their respective 
responsibilities.

E. 

Conclusion:

a. 
b. 

a. 
b. 
c. 

Invitation:
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Works Cited

Barnes’ Notes

Biblesoft’s New Exhaustive Strong’s Numbers and Concordance with Ex-
panded Greek-Hebrew Dictionary

Second Corinthians

. 

Matthew Henry’s Commentary on the Whole Bible

People’s New Testament
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New BeginningsNew Beginnings

2 Corinthians 5:17
Thesis:

Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

a. 
year resolutions.

b. 

c. 

a. 

b. 
in addition to creation, e.g. marriage and family.

c. 

thing as time.
d. 

3. 
a. 

Merriam Webster’s
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b. 

ISBE
c. 

throughout the entire year.
Body:Body:
I. We all need some positive resolutions or new beginnings.

3. 

4.  

more of it to ourselves.
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3. 

4. 

 

 

3. 

4. 

D. 

3. 
sinful activities a place in our lives is to not socialize 
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4. 

E. The best beginning anyone can make, or the best resolution 

3. 

4. 

II. We all need some negative resolutions or new beginnings.

bad habits.

3. Biblesoft’s Merri-
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am Webster

4. 

pet sins.

 

3. 

sin unrepented of is enough sin to condemn our souls to 

Conclusion:

3. 

Invitation:

3. 
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Works Cited

Biblesoft’s New Exhaustive Strong’s Numbers and Concordance with Ex-
panded Greek-Hebrew Dictionary

International Standard Bible Encyclopaedia ISBE

Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary. Electronic Database. Spring
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Think on These Things

Philippians 4:8-9
Thesis:
thoughts.
Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

store all kinds of data.
a. 

b. Since data storage devices have a maximum capacity, the 
available data space is very precious.

c. 
data can reside on the available storage space.

d. 

simply is not there!
Similarly, the human mind is like a data storage device.
a. 

types of data, some useful and some useless.
b. 

the mind and store only valuable information.
c. To the best of our abilities, we need to erase from our minds 

impure things and reserve our minds for noble thoughts.
d. 

not there!
Body:Body:
I. We need to be selective when entering data into our minds.
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3. Pornographic or sensual books, magazines, TV and mov

4. 
forgiven upon repentance, but the consequences of sin 

B. Everything with which we come in contact in life should 
be examined by Philippians 4:8 before it is allowed stor-
age space in the human mind.

3.  

and record in our minds.

3. 
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4. 

II. Philippians 4:9 would have us teach each other God’s ways.

3. 
and parents relates directly to the appearance of the same 
in the lives of others, including children.

4. 

matters in life.
The most important factor in living life is to prepare our

3. 

Conclusion:

3. 
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4. 

has the grave and sobering responsibility to put forth the best 
example and provide spiritual direction.

Invitation:

around us.

3. 
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Keep the Faith!Keep the Faith!

2 Timothy 4:7
Thesis:

of life come.
Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

3. 

4. 
peer pressure, general ungodliness all around us, immorality, all 
forms media, atheism, evolution, humanism and denomination

Body:Body:
I. The apostle Paul was one who lived his Christian life in such 

2 Timothy 4:7.
The apostle Paul never turned back to the beggarly elements 
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pointed to be an apostle at a time distant from the selec

3. 

3. 
II. 

faith at great personal cost.

Polycarp is a notable example from ancient history of a 

cost him his life.

living into the second century.

3. 

4. 
The greatest example of keeping the faith in the face of extreme 
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Conclusion:

3. 

all around us, atheism, evolutionary teaching, humanism and 
denominationalism.

4. 

Invitation:
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The Impact of  FaithThe Impact of  Faith

James 2:19
Thesis:

Introduction:Introduction:

ourselves.
Body:Body:
I. In what ways is it evident that one’s faith in Jesus Christ has 

a direct impact on him?

3. 

4. 

B. Faith in Jesus Christ has a direct impact on us when we are 
aware of our allegiance to our Lord every waking moment.

3. 
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should also lead us to be good spouses and parents, Ephe

should also lead us to be good employees and employers, 

3. 

D. 

 

3. 
uate potential recreation and entertainment choices properly 

4. 
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II. In what ways is it evident that one’s faith in Jesus Christ 
does not have a direct impact on him?

ness dealings, in our citizenship, etc.

3. 
activities and vulgarities are ought not to be the haunt of 
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D. 

so little concerned about sin that mars our souls and that 

spend eternity — enough to do something about it.
3. 

4. 

E. 

Conclusion:

Invitation:

3. 
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Faithfulness Biblically DefinedFaithfulness Biblically Defined

Psalm 31:23-24
Thesis:
Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 

time the doors are open.

elders, deacons, teachers and preachers.
a. 

of the church that they could.
b. Too frequently, faithfulness is limited to regular attendance 

of church services, and yet, it is possible that someone at
tending every service of the church may not be considered 

3. 

a. 
b. 

fulness.
c. 

fulness.
d. 
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Body:Body:
I. What Faithfulness Is Not.

constitute faithfulness can be illustrated from contemporary life.

3. 

by church members, elders and preachers are prone to 

3. 
regular attendance of church services, but it is so much 
more, too.

II. 

3. 

The Parable of the Talents illustrates the necessity of serv

3. 
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D. 
tion or death.

3. 

E. 

3. 

III. The Bible Is Replete with Examples of Faithfulness.
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3. 

 

4. 

derness.
Samuel is an unparalleled example of faithfulness from his 
youth throughout his life.

3. 

4. 

D. 

3. Paul endured the forfeiture of personal honors and severe 

4. Paul taught about an obedient, living and active faithful

IV. The Bible Chronicles Instances of Lapsed Faithfulness.
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3. 

4. 
Solomon also began his reign as a faithful servant and yet 
apparently died in unfaithfulness.

David prayed that Solomon might have a perfect heart to 

3. 

4. 

Evidently, they had been faithful disciples.

3. They coveted the esteem due the faithful, but they did not 
live accordingly.

4. 
they proposed to give.

D. 

3. Demas forsook faithful Paul, preferring this material 

4. 

V. The Bible Explicitly Teaches the Practice of Faithfulness.
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Conclusion:

3. 

Invitation:

3. 
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Two Opinions

1 Kings 18:21
Thesis:
profess.
Introduction:Introduction:

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

needs asked in every generation.
a. 

b. 

them.
c. 

Body:Body:
I. Christians have the responsibility of echoing Elijah’s ques-

tion before the communities in which they live.
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3. 

three years.

3. 
4. 

II. Elijah’s question needs to be posed to spiritual Israel today.

3. 
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3. 

people often misrepresent themselves as faithful servants 

D. 
to do so, too.

E. 

Conclusion:

Satan.
a. 
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b. 
c. 

a. 
b. 
c. 

3. 
a. 
b. 

day to search for and rescue the perishing.
c. 

4. 
a. 

b. 
ly church programs to convert the lost and to restore fallen 

c. 
the church!

Invitation:

3. 
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Who Do You Say That I Am?Who Do You Say That I Am?

Matthew 16:13-17
Thesis:

Songs:
Introduction:Introduction:

Think magazine 

3. 

4. Who is Jesus of Nazareth? Do our words and our actions tell 
the same thing?

Body:Body:
I. Who do we say that Jesus is by the way we live our lives?

3. 

4. 
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3. 

4. 

3. 

4. 

D. 

3. 
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do because they are counter to divine instruction in the 

II. Who do we say that Jesus is when it is time to worship God 
or attend Bible study?

3. 

3. 

3. 
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Conclusion:

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

3. 

Invitation:

Works Cited
Think
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By Way of  Example

1 Corinthians 10:11 ASV
Thesis:

Introduction:Introduction:

a. 

b. 

c. 

a. 
bring him earthly, sensual happiness and concluded that it 

b. 

c. 

3. 
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Body:Body:
I. What should we be able to learn from the demise of the Jew-

ish priests, Nadab and Abihu, Leviticus 10:1-2?

of divine instruction, neither had observed the holiness of 

3. 

members.
II. What should we be able to learn from God’s punishment of 

His people following the Exodus from Egypt?
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Preceding the Exodus, the Egyptians had seen the result 

3. 

3. Sexual immorality must not characterize the children of 

4. 

Conclusion:
Though similar instances could be multiplied greatly, the 

There is no need for us to make the same kind of mistakes 

displeasure.
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3. 

Invitation:
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What Doth the Lord Require of  Thee?What Doth the Lord Require of  Thee?

Micah 6:8
Thesis:
men to seek divine righteousness.
Introduction:Introduction:

a. 
b. 

c. 

d. 
e. 

a. 
the time of its inception by immediately practicing idolatry.

b. 
c. 

prophets in both kingdoms caused the people to err from 

d. 
among other sins.

3. 
both kingdoms.
a. 

instruction regarding human redemption.
b. 
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Body:Body:
I. 

3. 

pass for righteousness among men.
4. 

do acts or deeds that represent a kind response to divine 
instruction.

3. 

3. 

II. What Doth the Lord Require of Thee? Deuteronomy 10:12-13.
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reverent conduct.

pleases and displeases them.
D. 

3. 

E. 

makes us alive.
3. 

struction and represent all of it.

3. 
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Obviously, divine instruction is not optional!

plans and does for himself.
Conclusion:

and require obedience.

 

3.  

4. 

Invitation:

condition.

3. 
4. 

heavenly city!
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A Chance, a Change and a ChallengeA Chance, a Change and a Challenge

Romans 5:6-11; 6:11-13
Thesis:

Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

a. 
b. 
The title of our lesson today suggests, then, that
a. 
b. requires change and
c. further challenges mankind.

3. 
a. 

chance or an opportunity to be saved,
b. 

tian and
c. 

has transpired.
4. 

ther have a chance, cannot change nor feel that life is challeng

Body:Body:
I. Christianity is a religion of another chance (or opportunity).

The family relationship is a good illustration of the mind of 

their misconduct.

other chance to do better.
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3. 

chances or opportunities to become obedient children.

3. 

4. The chance or opportunity to be saved is revealed through 

II. Christianity is a religion of change.
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3. 

4. 

and acts of obedience is not biblical repentance and does 
not save.

change or repent.

The anticipation of eternal doom is a sobering reason to 

3. The temporal pleasures of sin are inferior and not compa

III. Christianity is a religion of challenge.

3. 
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D. 

Conclusion:

a. 

b. 

c. 

a. 
themselves from sin and its eternal consequences.

b. 
tians.
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c. 

saved them.
d. 

Invitation:

3. 
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The Strait GateThe Strait Gate

Matthew 7:13-14
Thesis:
posely prepare for eternity.
Introduction:Introduction:

 

3. 

4. 

Body:Body:
I. 

is the way, that leadeth to destruction, and many there be 

tual activity to be saved.
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Barnes’

3. Strong’s
Biblesoft’s

4. 

Robertson’s

Biblesoft’s

D. 
E. Biblesoft’s

Strong’s

Biblesoft’s
Vine’s

Biblesoft’s
Vincent’s

Biblesoft’s

3. 
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II. -

Biblesoft’s

Biblesoft’s

D. 

III. The Illustration, Meaning and Application.

The Saviour here referred probably to ancient cities. They 
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Barnes’

Our Saviour seems to allude here to the distinction be

Clarke’s

kinds of gates.
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eternal life. The course that leadeth to destruction is like 

The relative number of the saved and the lost is plain from 
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3. 
he spoke it.

Conclusion:
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3. 

4. 
 

Invitation:

3. 

Works Cited
Adam Clarke’s Commentary
Barnes’ Notes

A Greek-En-
glish Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Litera-
ture

Biblesoft’s New Exhaustive Strong’s Numbers and Concordance with Ex-
panded Greek-Hebrew Dictionary

A Commentary on the Gospel According to Matthew. Elec

. 

Gospel of Matthew, The

People’s New Testament, The

International Standard Bible Encyclopaedia ISBE
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Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament based on Semantic Domains

Four-Fold Gospel. Electronic 

New Unger’s Bible Dictionary
Matthew Poole’s Commentary on the New Testament. 

Robertson’s Word Pictures in the New Testament

Vincent’s Word Studies in the New Testament

Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Biblical Words. Electronic Database. 
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Some Servants Who  Some Servants Who  

Are Needed in the ChurchAre Needed in the Church
Esther 4:14

Thesis:

Introduction:Introduction:

cial role to play in the preservation of her people.
a. 

face.
b. 

a. 

b. Obviously, the progress of the local congregation depends 

than outsiders, visitors, guest speakers, etc.
c. 

3. The church must be composed of the right kind of people — 

Body:Body:
I. The church needs servants who have knowledge — like Tim-

othy, 2 Timothy 1:5; 3:15.

be over emphasized.
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3. 

4. 

3. 

4. 

D. 

II. The church needs servants who are righteous — like Noah, 
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doing.

On a second occasion before the Sanhedrin, and for 

III. The church needs servants who have patience — like Job, 
James 5:11.
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D. The church needs reliable and dependable souls — not quitters!

IV. The church needs servants of faith and trust — like Abra-

necessary.

3. 

V. The church needs servants who will preach or teach the Gos-

preaching or teaching.
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3. 

3. 

ing and persecution.
The apostle Paul forfeited many ordinary pleasures in this 

D. 

godly living, etc.

3. 
VI. The church needs servants who will lead God’s children to 

3. 
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evil encroachments.

Conclusion:

discussed.

3. Do you contribute to the success or to the failure of the church 

Invitation:
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Personal Responsibility  Personal Responsibility  

in a No-Fault World
1 Timothy 5:8

Thesis: To emphasize the biblical need for personal responsibility in 

Introduction:Introduction:

a. 

b. 

c. 

passed 
the buck or refused to accept personal responsibility.
a. 

b. 

c. 

3. Today, an increasing number of people have no sense of person
al responsibility for any number of things.
a. These days, marriages are contracted lightly and often not 
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b. 

4. 
higher standard of personal responsibility than the irresponsible 

Body:Body:
I. What is the personal responsibility of those who are poten-

tial recipients of charitable relief?

but sometimes burdens become more than a person can 

Sometimes, though, people become unable to meet their 

Second, the potential recipient of benevolence must not 

3. Third, recipients of benevolence ought to be grateful, 
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The eldest son of a family of seven came home on leave 

father had to sell his gun collection for plane fare because 

3. 

4. Still later in life, his mother felt compelled to move from 
her home, leaving it to her eldest son.

house, too, depriving his youngest sibling of her inheritance.

D. 

cash under the table
3. 

summers in the nearby State Park in exchange for the 
funds his family received, he considered that to be slave 
labor and unfair.

4. 

II. What is the personal responsibility of those who are able to 
provide charitable relief?

needs beyond their ability to meet.
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3. The primary recipients, of benevolent money collected, 

4. 
tians or the church requires benevolent action correspond

they have needs, have either the ability or other resources 

his personal responsibility for providing for himself and 

brain damage at birth.

3. Therefore, to protect him, his parents largely secluded 

4. To make life fairer for him, his parents also applied the 
same restrictions to his three brothers.

encing fuller lives as youths.
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8. 

D. 

3. 

4. 

essentially, she had crippled him, leaving him unable to 
care for himself and lacking even the basest social skills.

Conclusion:

bilities respecting that relief.
3. 

ties respecting the relief they give.
4. 

if they could.
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persons to continue as they are and not change.

Invitation:
There is nothing more practical and no greater demonstration 

redemption.
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Everywhere ReligionEverywhere Religion

Exodus 4:24-26
Thesis:
Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

3. 

a. 

b. 

4. 

Body:Body:
I. 

3. 
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3. Omission of covenant duty has always been considered 
by God as sin, James 4:17, in addition to the commis-
sion of sin, 1 John 3:4.

4. 

and distasteful.

II. Moses discovered the hard way that location does not change 
the will of God; Christians can learn from this episode in the 
life of Moses that location does not change the will of God.

beach, too.
3. Whether the location is in the mountains, in the plains, 

in a coastal state, on a cruise ship or even in another 
country, God’s law is the same.

at the corner bar.
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even secretly at home, too.

3. 

3. Christians must faithfully practice everywhere religion.
D. 

home.
3. 

E. 

his employer or the government.
3. 

Conclusion:

Every example demonstrates that the location does not change 
the will of God.

3. Christians either faithfully practice everywhere religion or 
they do not faithfully practice Christianity.

4. Location does not change the will of God.
Invitation:
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2. God has one law of redemption for all men, Acts 17:30.
3. God’s everywhere religion is Christianity!
4. 
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Old People ReligionOld People Religion

Titus 2:1-3
Thesis:

Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

religion of divine origin and revelation.

3. 

Body:Body:
I. Old Man Religion.

Older men must present themselves examples of godliness, 

ate, sound in the faith, loving and patient — a tall order!

3. 

4. 

hospitable, able to teach, not covetous, patient, not con

utation and humble.
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3. Even if a man does not qualify to be an elder, he should 
pursue these traits and determine to possess as many of 
them as he can.

4. 

3. 

the church.
4. 

cial responsibilities at home and in the church.
II. Old Lady Religion.

the hospitality of brethren.
3. 

4. 
and should not hesitate to apprise their brethren and the 
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3. 

Dorcas may not have been elderly herself, but as opportu

anyone else or the church.

3. Old lady religion does not provide for retirement from 
Christian living and Christian service!

4. 

Conclusion:

Older men are not exempt from pursuing the traits required of 
elders.

3. 
4. 
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opportunity.

8. older Christians must realize that there is no 
retirement from Christianity this side of the grave!

Invitation:
Every accountable soul, irrespective of age, is responsible for 

3. 
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Young People ReligionYoung People Religion

Titus 2:1-15
Thesis:

Song:

Introduction:Introduction:

religion of divine origin and revelation.

3. 
Body:Body:
I. Some passages especially instruct young men in godly living.

3. 

Some passages instruct young men about family responsi
bilities.

3. 
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Still other Scriptures teach young men to heed the instruc
tion of older men.

D. 
panions.

II. Some passages especially instruct young women in godly living.

The modesty supposed to be characteristic of a young 

 

3. 
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Conclusion:

Each must pursue moral purity.
3. Each must accept divinely prescribed roles and subsequent 

responsibilities.
4. Each must heed instruction from older, more experienced and 

Invitation:
The greatest responsibility of any accountable soul, regardless 

The second greatest responsibility is to continue obeying the 

3. 
throughout his life so that others may also realize the blessings 

Works Cited
Robertson’s Word Pictures in the New Tes-

tament
Vincent’s Word Studies in the New Testament. Elec

Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Biblical Words. Electronic Da
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This Is Your Life

Revelation 20:12
Thesis: To illustrate the seriousness of righteous living and encour

Introduction:Introduction:
This Is Your Life.

3. 

4. 

Body:
I. WHITE PAGE: Innocence and Purity of Children.

II. 
Eventually, sin comes into the life of every accountable soul, 

Unaddressed, sins lead to eternal death or separation for 

III.  RED PAGE: Blood of Jesus Christ.
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3. 

4. 

3. 
rably tied together — and no preacher, human doctrine 
or manmade church has divine approval to divorce them 
from each other.

4. 

IV. WHITE PAGE: Purged from Past Sins.

V. YELLOW PAGE: Faithfulness and Service.
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D. 

E. 

VI. 
Simon, a Samaritan, is a biblical example of the possibility 

VII. RED PAGE: Blood of Jesus Christ.

VIII. WHITE PAGE: Purged of Recent Sins.

IX. YELLOW PAGE: Christian Service and Endurance.
 

X. BLUE PAGE: Heaven and Eternal Life.
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XI. 

D. 

Conclusion:

Invitation:

3. 
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A Million Years from Now

1 John 3:20-21
Thesis:
plate and evaluate their spiritual path to eternity.
Introduction:Introduction:

3. 

Body:Body:
I. No matter how long one may live, life on earth is compara-

tively brief.

3. 

ing the land of the living.

3. Still, after life on earth comes endless eternity.
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II. The eternity that follows life on earth is Vastness with a cap-

enter.

3. 

 

3. 

4. 

Conclusion:
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Invitation:

 

3. Please come and take care of the undoneness in your life if you 
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The Day the Sundial Went BackwardThe Day the Sundial Went Backward

Isaiah 38:1-8; 2 Kings 20:1-11
Thesis:
tians need to instill in their lives today.
Introduction:Introduction:

Body:Body:
I. First, let’s consider the background relative to the context 

under consideration.

3. 
quest from its inhabitants.

4. 
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3. 

ern tribes.

3. 

D. 
by sending other nations against them.

E. 

3. 

4. 
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II. Second, let’s look more closely at the texts that record the 
event in Hezekiah’s life of the shadow going backward.

The accompanying physical activity to the miraculous 

3. 
Biblesoft’s

4. 
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D. 

Jamie-
son, Fausset and Brown
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this, that the dial had been introduced by him, and had been 
used by him to measure time. There is no mention of any 

it possible, perhaps, to determine the origin or character of 

E. 

Biblesoft’s

earth had reversed its revolution.

that it is not recorded, nor is it necessary to an understand
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again been soon returned to their regular position, and the 

miracle involved an actual reverse rotation of the earth 

ic condition involving an unprecedented refraction of the 

all events, there is no need for supposing any revolution 
of the relative positions of the sun and earth, but merely 

Jamieson, Fausset and Brown

Thus the miracle, from all the accounts of it, might consist 

McClintock and Strong
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III. Third, let’s consider some principles from the event in Heze-

kiah’s life that is under consideration.

There is nothing more important in life than preparing 

3. 

4. 
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3. 

D. 

Conclusion:

a. 

b. 

Keil & Delitzsch

a. Each of us needs to set his house in order because sooner or 

b. 

c. 

d. 
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3. 
 

Invitation:

3. 

Works Cited
Barnes’ Notes

Biblesoft’s New Exhaustive Strong’s Numbers and Concordance with Ex-
panded Greek-Hebrew Dictionary

 Isaiah. Vol. 2
The Book of Acts

Halley’s Bible Handbook

Jamieson, Fausset and Brown Commentary

Keil & Delitzsch Commentary on the Old Testament

McClintock and Strong Encyclopedia

Living in Trust: 
A Study in the Bible Doctrine of Prayer

The Book of Isaiah
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Potential Danger in All Our BlessingsPotential Danger in All Our Blessings

Matthew 22:37-40
Thesis:
physical blessings is essential to salvation.
Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

Things that are neither good nor bad have the potential of being 
used for good or for evil.
a. 

be used for rescue and medial missions or travel, or it can be 

b. 
and cooking, or it can destroy.

Body:Body:
I. Great intellect, higher education and abundant knowledge 

can be a curse to a Christian.

D. 

II. Time can be a blessing or a curse depending on how it is used.
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III. Wealth can be a blessing or a curse.

D. 

IV. Authority can be a blessing or a curse.

V. Great beauty or personality when diverted to sinful use be-
comes a curse.

 

VI. Great popularity, reputation and worldly honor may lead to 
compromises of truth and character.

D. 

VII. Even a good moral life and devotion to duty may cause 
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VIII. Fine clothes, cars, homes, meetinghouses, etc. can be dan-

gerous, if we depend on these things rather than on personal 
faith, devotion, godly lives, saving souls, etc., 1 John 2:15-17.

IX. Loyalty to home and duty led the elder son to despise his 
wayward, prodigal brother, Luke 15:11-31.

X. Great talent and a good voice, etc. can ruin a preacher if it keeps 
him from studying and working for the Lord, 1 Timothy 2:15.

XI. Good health or youthfulness now may keep some from obey-
ing the Gospel.

Conclusion:

nearly innumerable.

3. 
a. 

b. 

4. 

Invitation:

3. Others present may have discarded their spiritual blessings and 
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My Eyes! My Eyes! Oh, My Eyes!My Eyes! My Eyes! Oh, My Eyes!

Psalm 119:37 NKJV
Thesis:

Introduction:Introduction:

a. 
in

of
b. 

Merriam Webster’s
c. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

3. 
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Body:Body:
I. There are some things in this ungodly world that are better 

left behind when one becomes a Christian.

3. 

though they had been companions of sinners they since 

II. There are better things on which Christians can train their 
sight than on the ungodly world in which we live.
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3. 

Conclusion:

Invitation:

a soul is the forgiveness of past sins and addition of one to the 

Works Cited
Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary. Electronic Database. Spring
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Sit Down with Dogs; Rise Up with Fleas!

1 Corinthians 15:33 ASV
Thesis:

Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

3. 

4. 
Body:Body:
I. Companionship with sinful people leads to apostasy from God.

heathen nations of Palestine because of their corrupting 

3. 
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3. 

II. Companionship with faithful children of God guards against 
spiritual apostasy.

ages to seek the company of the godly.

Old Testament Scripture also admonishes the children of 

3. 

Conclusion:

3. 
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4. 

Invitation:

3. 
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PatiencePatience
James 1:2-3

Thesis: To come to a better understanding of patience by examining 

Song:

Introduction:Introduction:

a. Hupomone

Vine’s
b. Makrothumia

Vine’s
c. 

Vine’s

a. Patience tempers the disposition.
b. Patience contributes to fruitfulness in the kingdom.
c. Patience complements faithfulness.
d. 
e. 

tience, too.
f. Patience is a necessary part of hope and salvation.
g. 
h. 

Body:Body:
I. Patience tempers the disposition.

Patience is an appropriate substitute for anger, Proverbs 
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II. Patience contributes to fruitfulness in the kingdom.

there are not overnight harvests.

third of the seed that rooted.

III. Patience complements faithfulness.

tiently seek godly glory, holy honor and immeasurable im

D. 
IV. 
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V. Bible examples of patient saints can help us develop patience, 
too.

The apostle Paul practiced patience in response to great per

Paul and Silas patiently endured beating and imprison

VI. Patience is a necessary part of hope and salvation.
Patience, hope and prayer are inseparable biblical compan

Patience and hope participate in the redemption of souls, 

D. 

VII. 

VIII. Christian living will never be all that it can be unless we 
learn from the Bible about patience.
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D. 

Conclusion:
Elders should be examples of patience.

3. 
4. Patience is learned from the Scriptures.

Patience is for all places at all times.

8. Patience is a virtue.
Patience, hope and prayer are partners.

Invitation:

Works Cited
Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Biblical Words. Electronic Database. 
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Jesus KnowsJesus Knows

John 2:23-25
Thesis:

Introduction:Introduction:

mands their respect or can exact punitive measures.
a. 

something they are not supposed to do.
b. 

c. Police presence dissuades people from criminal activity and 

3. 

4. 
Body:Body:
I. Jesus knows the Father.

D. 
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II. Jesus knows the past.

D. 

E. 
III.  Jesus knows the present.

out the help of some modern contraption called an electronic 

D. 

IV. Jesus knows the future.

D. 
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E. 
man, though some of the other apostles and disciples plus 

V. Jesus knows our hearts, John 2:23-25.

D. 

E. 
thoughts, too!

Conclusion:

3. 
4. That should inspire each of us to be on our best spiritual behavior 
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Invitation:

3. 

4. 

Works Cited
Spiritual 

Sword
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Heavy Loads and  Heavy Loads and  

Life’s DisappointmentsLife’s Disappointments
Matthew 11:28-30

Thesis: To encourage all to develop and maintain the best possible 
disposition or attitude despite sometimes often and severe disap
pointments in life.
Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

3. 

4. 
thing as heartbreaking as the death of loved ones ought to lift the 

Body:Body:
I. Sometimes we think that we cannot bear any more of life’s 

burdens and that we are at a breaking point.

noise that hurts the throat and seems to rise from deep 
inside our being.

3. 
children, loss of his property, loss of his health and dis

4. 
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3. 

II. Sometimes there are burdens in life that are ongoing with no 
prospect of release from them.

and castigating the present.
Our lives may be punctuated by goals unrealized and 
missed opportunities.

3. 

ISBE

challenge and disappointment in life as an opportunity.

3. 
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III. Sometimes there are disappointments in life because things 
didn’t turn out the way we had hoped.

People, especially loved ones, can be a source of insur
mountable disappointment in life.

have been an enduring bliss.
3. 

parents are involuntarily estranged is a hurt too deep it 

3. 

4. 

Conclusion:
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Invitation:

3. 

Works Cited
International Standard Bible Encyclopaedia ISBE
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Life’s BurdensLife’s Burdens

Galatians 6:2, 5
Thesis:
burdens.
Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

The burdens of this life are often many, frustrating and relentless.
a. 

these burdens that appear in our lives and the lives of others 

b. Our responsibility depends on the type of burden.

a. 
or sins of verse one.

b. 

c. 

3. 

Body:Body:
I. 

baros.

is the idea of a crushing load
This type of burden cannot be borne or carried alone.

brethren for help.
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burdens.

the help of others.
1. Physical burdens lifted:

2. Spiritual burdens lifted:
II. 

phortion.

a daily burden for which no 
one needs help to bear.

Since this burden can be borne alone, it must be borne alone.
One should not expect anyone to carry this type of burden 
for him.

There are biblical examples of daily burdens that are not to 

1. Physical burdens:

daea during famine.
2. Spiritual burdens: There are individual spiritual respon

sibilities that if one fails to accept brethren still cannot 

Conclusion:
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they alone must bear.

3. 
must respond and bear.

4. 
daily burdens and help lift crushing burdens from our brethren.

Invitation:

3. 
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Feet of  ClayFeet of  Clay
Daniel 2:31-35

Thesis:

men, though esteemed, can falter, too.
Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

it as an illustration.
3. 
4. 

Body:Body:
I. From Bible history one can observe that it is unwise to place 

for they also can falter (i.e., sin).

D. 
II. The children of God must follow Jesus Christ foremost.
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The preservation of our lives is not more important than be

D. 

E. 

III. Outstanding Christians today fall (or were they to fall away) 
and lead many to destruction.

The director of a school of preaching, the speaker for a pop
ular radio program, preachers and elders have committed 
adultery and have been found out, resulting in much hurt to 
the church and members in particular.

D. 

Pentecostal preacher made his audacious remark — because 
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Conclusion:

at a great distance and outside of the autonomous congregation 

reverence can also lead one into doctrinal errors or other sins. 

3. 

Invitation:

3. 
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ContentmentContentment
1 Timothy 6:6-8

Thesis: To encourage especially brethren to seek contentment in
stead of materialism and hedonism.
Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

Webster’s Talking Dictionary

Webster’s Talking Dictionary
3. 

er derives contentment.
4. 

and hedonism, and by such pursuits they, too, fail to achieve 
contentment.

Body:Body:
I. Biblical Commands and Instruction about How to Develop 

Contentment.

3. 

4. The apostle Paul even taught learning contentment respect
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tentment in this life.

3. Practicing righteousness makes for contentment, Psalm 

4. 

II. The apostle Paul is an example of contentment.

developed contentment.
Paul no longer prided himself in the type of things in 

should be on spiritual pursuits and the material needs 

III. Alternatives to Contentment.
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Our hearts are to be set on things above, not on things on 

3. 
4. All of the riches in the world and the world itself can-

not satisfactorily equal the value of a soul in a right 
relationship with God

Conclusion:

3. The pleasures of sin for a season cannot produce contentment.
4. 

contentment.
The only alternatives to contentment in this life are unhappiness 
and eternal doom.

Invitation:

3. 
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Having Food and Clothing  Having Food and Clothing  

Let Us Therewith Be ContentLet Us Therewith Be Content
1 Timothy 6:6-10

Thesis: To emphasize that our material priorities ought to be mod

Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

a. 

b. 

a. 

b. 

3. 

a. 
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b. 

Body:Body:
I. 

best or the most food and the most expensive or the most 

Everyone must eat to stay alive and healthy, but content
ment respecting food ought to correspond to need, Prov

3. Of course, one is not limited to only the food needed to 
fuel the body, but contentment ought to derive from food 

3. 

as an added blessing.
II. 

ily and me.
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ed, country setting.
3. 

ing due to the pains stairs sometimes cause in my knees.
4. 

the cake, extra and beyond simply having a place to reside.
3. 

3. 

more than that.
III. 
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necessities of life — food, clothes and shelter.

D. 
may spend inordinate amounts of time and money have to 

regarded as such.
IV. 

extras in life, not essentials, and ought to be regarded as such.
V. 

latest audio, video technology and computer equipment 

Of course, some of the latest techno gadgets can be used in 

and TV sermons, etc.

vy in life, not essentials, and ought to be regarded as such.
VI. 

contribute to much needed recreation.

life and ought to be regarded as such.
VII. Of course, one could go on endlessly simply specifying any  

of a number of things on which even Christians spend an 
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inordinate amount of time and money, which may displace 

Conclusion:

money simply do not deserve the investment of time or money 

3. 

4. 
ourselves, most of our attention needs to be spent respecting 

Invitation:

exceeds any contentment available to an unsaved person.

3. 

Works Cited
Fannie Mae

Digital Inspiration

dam Clarke’s Commentary

A Greek-En-
glish Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Litera-
ture

. 

Wikipedia
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 Commentary on the New Testament 

Epistles: I, II Thessalonians, I, II Timothy, Titus and Philemon

Greek-English Lexicon of the New 
Testament based on Semantic Domains
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Companionships

1 Corinthians 15:33
Thesis:

Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

a. 

b. 
for eternity.

c. 

a. 

b. 

3. 

a. 

b. 

Body:Body:
I. Are we on the highway to Heaven?
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of our lives.

3. 

4. 

3. 

4. 

II. God forbid, but are we on the highway to Hell?

3. 
4. 
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3. 

4. 

for all types of sinners to receive forgiveness of their sins and 

Conclusion:

course corrections.
Invitation:

repenting of recent sins.

3. 
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Abortion: Murder of  Innocents

Deuteronomy 27:25
Thesis:
Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

society.
Proponents and opponents of abortion exhibit highly charged 
emotions about it.

3. 

4. 

Body:Body:
I. Unquestionably, biblically speaking, abortion involves kill-

ing innocent life.

cooperation of their respective mothers, began observing the 

D. 

E. 

II. Unquestionably, even the secular world recognizes that 
abortion involves taking life.

each abortion performed in that state.
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child, or a mature adult are merely stages of development 
and maturation.

fungus, a parasite or a member of the plant kingdom.
D. 

III.  Aggressive, non-defensive, non-punitive taking of life has al-
ways been styled murder in the Bible.

The Old Testament required that a murderer be put to death, 

D. 

IV. The magnitude of abortion.
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The magnitude of abortion, further, is multiplied by the many 

D. Truly, abortion is also the most glaring example of people 

V. How should the Christian respond to abortion?

may be legal, is murder.
Teach our children about moral purity to refrain from forni

both fornication and abortion.

D. 

obedience is a violation of Scripture, and therefore, sinful, 

Conclusion:

3. 
cheapening of human life.

4. 
handicapped persons or others thought unable to live meaningful 

Invitation:

3. 
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AlcoholAlcohol

Proverbs 20:1
Thesis: To emphasize that sin, though approved by society and al

Introduction: Introduction: 

a. 

b. 
ment.

The apostles found it necessary to disregard civil government on 

a. 

b. 

3. When civil government allows, tolerates, legalizes, taxes or 
sponsors sin, to that extent faithful Christians must resort to 
the higher law of God over man’s law.
a. 

[murder], prostitution, immodesty and even nudity, unscrip

b. 
permission or even compulsion to commit sin.

Body:Body:
I. Alcohol and civil government.
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bition.
3. 
4. 

prohibition, later to repeal it.

manufacturers, retailers and government.

restrictions, alcohol is legal throughout our nation.

lars in annual sales.
3. 

service to drunks.
II. Alcohol and the facts.

hol than the money generated by retail sales of alcoholic 
beverages.

3. 

3. 
4. 

3. 
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4. 

8. 

D. 

usually results in death.

learned or memorized.
3. 
4. Only cancer and heart disease claim more lives than alco

hol each year.

nervous system.

in the blood and accompanying physical impairments.

8. 

Even in small quantities, alcohol deadens mental activity 

III.  Alcohol and society.

3. 
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4. 

Serving alcoholic beverages to guests upon entrance into 

using alcoholic beverages.
Even some religious leaders condone its use.

3. 
4. 

divorce, murder, rape, etc.
3. 

too much of it.
4. 

nity by popular vote.
8. 

IV. Alcohol and the Bible.

as sinful.
Some churches oppose the selling of alcoholic beverages 
close to their buildings.
Some churches distribute literature opposing the pleasur
able consumption of alcoholic beverages.

3. 
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The pleasurable consumption of alcohol is condemned in the 
Old Testament.

3. 

4. 

8. 

The pleasurable consumption of alcohol is condemned in the 
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3. Drunkenness is a sin explicitly cited as keeping people 

4. 

8. 

V. Objections to the condemnation of alcohol.

oinos

drinking alcohol.
3. 

4. 
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drink alone kills brain cells and deposits alcohol in the 

tration of alcohol in the blood.
3. 

matter of degrees.
4. 

nepho

 

sumption of alcohol as a beverage.
D. 

paroinon
prosecho

tributed to drinking alcohol.
3. 

E. 
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3. 
4. 

Or, they used fumigation, adding sulfur to absorb the oxygen.

3. 
4. 

8. The context is the overriding factor determining the 

3. 

4. 
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sumption of alcohol or gave others permission to drink it.

3. 

fermented.
Conclusion:

alcohol.
3. Various national, state and local governments have found cause 

against alcohol to legislate against it.
4. 

8. 
The use of alcohol is deeply ingrained into nearly every aspect 
of society.

consumption of alcohol as sinful.
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Invitation:

3. 

4. 
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The Sin of  SodomThe Sin of  Sodom

Romans 1:26-32
Thesis:
Introduction:Introduction:

a. 
families in schools, on TV, by famous people, in politics and 
even by religious leaders.

b. 
must also address.

a. 
abomination.

b. 
about this topic.

3. 

a. 
results in death.

b. spiritual death, too.
c. 

d. 
e. must be examined.

4. 

a. 
the children present and our sensitivities.

b. 

c. 
need to hear this, too.
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Body:Body:
I. What does the Bible say about the sin of Sodom?

a. 

b. 
c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 
ity or sodomy.

g. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

a. 

b. 
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c. 
cities about them in like manner, giving themselves over 

a. 
b. 

c. 

3. The sin of homosexuality is one form of fornication.
a. 

b. 

II. 

forced
The homosexual movement is militant and aggressive.

ica. Proposals include the teaching of homosexuality and 
other perversions to

3. 

4. 
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cruiters barred from the State University because the mil
itary did not accept homosexuals.

8. 
sexuality and requires that any group doing so pay for air 
time for homosexuals to present their message.

mosexual message.

and is generally presented in a favorable light by the media.

support homosexuality.
3. 
4. Even companies are publicly declaring themselves friends 
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homosexuals.

and heterosexual sodomy.

3. 
restrict rights of homosexuals.

4. 

D. 

homosexual.
Conclusion:

a. 

b. 

a. 
b. 

c. 
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d. 

e. 

3. 
a. 

b. 

c. forgets

4. There is a militant homosexual movement in our country today.
a. 

b. 

c. 
Invitation:

3. 
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Calling Evil Good and Calling Good Evil

Isaiah 5:20
Thesis:

Song:

a. The New Bible Dictionary

b. 

c. 

d. 

a. Society today is a far cry from the days depicted by Little 
House on the Prairie or The Waltons.

b. 
amidst a moral cesspool of ungodliness and sin.

3. 

a. Often, Christians engage in so many of the same vices as 
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the ungodly world around us that the world cannot dis-
tinguish between themselves and a member of the church.

b. 

c. -
tians when they commit the same sins

Body:Body:
I. Contemporary society has blurred the distinction between 

right and wrong.

themselves.
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They harass godly people for their godliness, calling good 
people for the good they exhibit in their lives bad people, 

3. They praise ungodliness and encourage other people to 

4. 

good, but condemn it, argue against it, and, because they 

and recommend it to others as safe and good.

II. Contemporary society has replaced a divine standard of val-
ues for personalized subjectivism.

is deemed inapplicable and of no consequence.

ing that by adopting such a philosophy they could liber

Others — atheists — have persuaded themselves that there 
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f 

there is no God everything is permissible.

3. 

4. Denominationalism today is a prime example of man 

III. Contemporary society has completely realigned God’s value 

ing sins by names that appear to approve of them is an 

it as it consensual or calling it a trial marriage if more than 
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tian nation!

closer to societal and governmental approval of that 

Our nation is quickly expunging all public references to 

our nation have the audacity to express amazement at the 

frequency of horrible crimes throughout the country.
3. 

IV. God’s people have the responsibility to correctly recognize 
God’s standard of righteousness and act accordingly.

3. 
4. 
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3. 

4. 
clubs in our communities.

sexual rights, etc. at the polling places and informational

Conclusion:

3. Mankind is the big loser when he purports to upend God’s 
value system, as though somehow God were obligated to 
accept man’s counterproposal to God’s dictates.

Invitation:

3. 
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Works Cited
Barnes’ Notes
Isaiah

. 

Sin and Salvation

Matthew Henry’s Commentary on the Whole Bible

The Sayings of Solomon. 

New Bible Dictionary
Satan: Diabolical Rul-

er of the World and Enemy of God and Man

God the Father
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Modesty

1 Timothy 2:9-10; 1 Peter 3:1-5
Thesis:

Introduction:Introduction:

3. 

4. 

Body:Body:
I. 

kosmios

nious arrangement, adornment.
3. Kosmois

4. Kosmios kosmos,
regular disposition, ornament, decoration, embellishment, 

Modesty

katasto-
le
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behavior.
Kosmois

3. kosmos
D. 

one’s manner of dress and inward qualities.

2. -
side and works its way to the outside of a person.

II. Modesty in context.

both to themselves and to others.
3. 

4. 
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anything else, such as physical adornment, is commended.

3. 

4. 

he did prohibit extreme adornment or adornment that over

III.  Is modesty a variable?

can mitigate or set aside this teaching.
3. It will never be right for one’s dress or degree of undress 

to overshadow and displace a Christian’s holy behavior.
4. 
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3. 

4. 

This is sinful, for it discounts biblical modesty, numbs the 

IV. 

3. Christian women wearing the attire of harlots produc-

ful lusts in a man.

her husband and brought much misery upon himself and 
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V. An unambiguous and concise application of biblical modesty.

3. 
undergarments that contribute to modesty.

in any public setting.
1. -

ence and promotes lust, and is, therefore, sinful.

other revealing or provocative clothing should not be 

3. 

can be immodest in front of the children.
3. 

D. 

clothing.
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3. 

4. 

others.
Conclusion:

binding today.
2. Modesty is an orderly arrangement of clothes that does not 

hide the inner or spiritual side of man.
3. 
4. 

clothing in public.
5. Persistent immodesty is evidence of rebellion toward God, 

His Word, the church, fathers and husbands.

Invitation:

3.  
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Theft by ConsentTheft by Consent

Ephesians 4:28
Thesis: To emphasize that sin, though approved by society and al

Introduction:Introduction:

a. 
sponsors sinful activity, to that extent and to that extent only 

b. 
the same time to be spiritually lost.

3. 
gally protects, taxes, sponsors or promotes biblically sinful ac

a. 
and remarriage not because of adultery, alcoholic consump
tion, etc.

b. 

Body:Body:
I. Just what is gambling, and what is not gambling?
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Merriam

3. 

One could and people often gamble on virtually every con

Popular forms of gambling involve slot machines, card 

hound racing, sports pools, pitching coins, dice, punch

tions have gambling casinos.
3. 
4. 

many churches and other charitable organizations.

hound racing is legal.

and even grocery stores.

8. Even children in school sometimes initiate themselves to 
gambling by pitching coins.

There are some activities that often are involved in gambling 

is absent.
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3. 

betting and do not constitute gambling.
D. 

The fact that the states that operate lotteries purport to 

does not alter the nature of gambling per its ordinary and 

The fact that charities, civic organizations and schools 
may have good uses for their share of the proceeds from 

II. Note some social attitudes toward and the history of gambling.
Doubtless, mankind has been gambling since near his debut 

3. 

the 
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3. 
horse racing.

4. 

discovered the church conducted bingo 8 hours daily, sev

society.

harm gambling caused.

i.e. prostitution, robbery, rape, loan sharking, bribery, 
murder, illegal drugs, violence, embezzling, etc.

3. 
gambling leads many people to experience broken homes, 
domestic abuse, poverty and even suicide.

4. Gambling produces neither products nor services, 
only great harm to individuals and society.

III. Gambling in light of biblical principles.

appear in Scripture.
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3. Several biblical principles, though, lead to the unmistak
able conclusion from Scripture that gambling is an unau
thorized activity and sinful.

3. 

4. 

tivity, gifts or found money, but they more nearly corre

money is taken are least able to lose, and usually the loss 

sue gambling.
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be treated.

ly, the very nature, character and essence of gambling is 

D. 

E. 

pursing as a chief goal in life, souls err from the faith,  

3. 

3. 
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requested a benevolent handout to obtain groceries.
IV. Even some Christians attempt to rationalize approval for 

gambling by making unfounded comparisons with non-gam-
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3. 

surance is comparable to gambling because insurance has to 

Some attempt to minimize arguments against gambling by 

D. Others may try to equate the chance of a marriage succeed

marriages and gambling, the odds at the national average 

E. 

it a voluntary rather than a compulsory activity.

Prostitution and other occasions of fornication are still 
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pairs to the infrastructure more than equal gambling rev

3. 

population occur, partly because real estate prices climb 

Conclusion:

3. There are many biblical principles that must be trampled to 
practice gambling.

4. Since gambling is something that harms the gambler and society, 
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issue that runs counter to biblical principles.

Invitation:

3. 

4. 
Works Cited

Commercial Appeal. 

Power
Herald-Star

Gospel 
Gazette Online

Knight Arnold News

Knight 
Arnold News

Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary. Electronic Database. Spring

Gospel Gazette Online

Commercial Appeal. Mid-
South Magazine

Questions and Answers
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Gambling

Ephesians 4:28
Thesis:

Introduction:Introduction:

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Body:Body:
I. Just what is gambling?

Merriam

3. 
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on the outcome of a race or game of skill or chance, or 

the value received. This makes gambling essentially steal

but because of the strong covetous desire to take anoth

3. 

3. 
gamble.

on horse racing, slot machines, betting on sporting events, 

reational activities, matching for cokes, and even pitching 
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D. 

or by chance, of itself, does not equate to gambling.
2. Gambling requires a stake (the amount of which being 

immaterial) to create an unnecessary risk, hoping for 
one’s gain and another’s loss.

3. 

4. 
chances that do not constitute gambling.

II. Consider how sly and persistent that promoters of gambling are.
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pealing façade or false face.
III. What’s wrong with gambling?

3. 

phy. This type of philosophy is in open contradiction to 

3. 

4. 
Biblesoft’s
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D. 

3. 

4. 

E. 

ing to take as much of his material blessings as he can get, 

3. 
4. 
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3. 

4. 

of a mouse and the use of a credit card are responsible 
for the rapid increase in gambling addictions in teenag
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3.  

IV. Quibbles or objections in favor of gambling.

value in return.

2. Insurance is a responsible activity regarding one’s ma-
terial possessions and family responsibilities, whereas 
gambling is an irresponsible activity regarding one’s 
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material possessions and family responsibilities.

D. 

ket is comparable to proprietorship or other business ac

ship of productive facilities such as factories, industrial 

E. 

consent to participate in them, e.g. fornication, adultery.

other in a duel.
3. 

The evil fruits of gambling include physical harm to gam
blers, their families and society — not, then, merely an 
innocent form of recreation.
The evil fruits of gambling include spiritual harm to gam
blers, their families and society — not, then, merely an 
innocent form of recreation.
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V. The Bible authorizes a limited number of means for trans-

ferring wealth from one person to another.

There are three legitimate means of transferring money 

Conclusion:

a. 

b. 

The circumstantial evidence from biblical principles and 
inspection of the fruits of gambling convict gambling for the 
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a. 

b. 

c. 
gambling, this vice is nevertheless condemned by numerous 

d. 
principles.

3. 

a. 
b. 

The prevalence of games of chance in our modern soci
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4. 

gests that pathological gamblers engage in destructive be

Invitation:

3. 

Works Cited
Biblesoft’s New Exhaustive Strong’s Numbers and Concordance with Ex-

panded Greek-Hebrew Dictionary

Heaven’s Imperatives or Man’s Innovations: Shall We Restruc-
ture the Church of Christ.
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Power
Gospel Advocate 

Yokefellow

Spiritual Sword

National Gambling Impact Study Commission 

Princeton University

Gambling Impact and Be-
havior Study National Opinion Research Center at the U. of Chicago

Gambling Impact and Behavior Study National Opin-
ion Research Center at the U. of Chicago

Christian Bible Teacher

Spiritual Sword
Spiritual Sword

Glad Tid-
ings

Spiritual Sword

Sin and Salvation

Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary. Electronic Database. Spring

Spiritual Sword
Spirit of Truth

Spiritual Sword
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An Ungodly WalkAn Ungodly Walk

Isaiah 3:16-26
Thesis:

Introduction:Introduction:

3. The illustration is as informative about individual human con

4. People today can learn valuable principles both from the illus

Body:Body:
I. 

saith, Because the daughters of Zion are haughty, and walk 
with stretched forth necks and wanton eyes, walking and 

Biblesoft’s

of female conduct and attire in this context.

3. 
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Biblesoft’s

 

3. 

C. Keil & Delitzsch

neck back, trying to make themselves taller than they are, 

The body language depicted here corresponds to the accu

D. 

Biblesoft’s
Merriam

of the practice.

3. Women among the people of God were dressing and 
acting more like prostitutes than godly women, Prov

4. 
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E. 

Biblesoft’s
Biblesoft’s

3. 
Biblesoft’s

They could only take short steps, because of the chains by 

Keil & Delitzsch

4. 

II. 
smite with a scab the crown of the head of the daughters of 

Adonay
Biblesoft’s

Biblesoft’s

Biblesoft’s
D. Biblesoft’s Merriam
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prophets used references to nakedness to describe his 

them march into captivity in that humiliating condition, in 
addition at the mercy of searing heat, biting sandstorms, 

3. 

III. 

the bravery of their tinkling ornaments about their feet, 
and their cauls, and their round tires like the moon, 19 The 

and the ornaments of the legs, and the headbands, and the 
tablets, and the earrings, 21 The rings, and nose jewels, 22 
The changeable suits of apparel, and the mantles, and the 

linen, and the hoods, and the vails. 24 And it shall come to 
pass, that instead of sweet smell there shall be stink; and 
instead of a girdle a rent; and instead of well set hair bald-
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ness; and instead of a stomacher a girding of sackcloth; and 

3. Biblesoft’s

a netting made of gold and containing numerous rubies.
4. Bi-

blesoft’s

Biblesoft’s

Biblesoft’s

Biblesoft’s

Biblesoft’s

3. 

4. 
several translations.

IV. 
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Biblesoft’s

D. 
E. 

V. In verse 24, God, through Isaiah, sets aside all the attempts 
at allurement practiced by seductive women among the peo-
ple of God.

Biblesoft’s

an example.

D. Biblesoft’s

E. 
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ing the captives by being passed through their ears.  These 

Biblesoft’s

1. Keil & Delitzsch
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constantly refreshed themselves.
3. 

4. 

VI. 
merely ungodly, seductive women among the people of God 

gates shall lament and mourn; and she being desolate shall 

ence in Scripture to commentary on fallen inhabitants of a 

foregoing verses illustrates the despicable condition of the 
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VII. The deplorable condition of the populace illustrated by 
ungodly seductive women and God’s equal displeasure with 
His people in general yields principles worthy of our consid-
eration today.

duct ourselves.

2. Isn’t it obvious that in society today, including within 
the Lord’s church, women often are more concerned 
about the latest fashion fads than interested in God’s 
law or their holy mission in life?

church is visible through the component parts, people.

ciety, nation and religion in general is in a lot of peril 
because of the faults or sins of individuals.

3. Christians need to ask themselves if they are part of 
the solution or part of the problem.

The clothing and conduct of some people immediately 
makes one think that they have religious conviction.
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anyone to consider them as religious or spiritually minded.

3. When someone sees or hears you, does he think you 
are a spiritually minded religious person?

Conclusion:

nation, and a similar correlation exists in our nation, and more 

of moral decay has begun to consume a nation or a people. 

ty only for itself, they are infringing upon and detracting 
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3. 

4. 

people.
Invitation:

 

3. 

Works Cited
Barnes’ Notes

Biblesoft’s New Exhaustive Strong’s Numbers and Concordance with Ex-
panded Greek-Hebrew Dictionary

Isaiah
Adam Clarke’s Commentary

. 

Keil & Delitzsch Commentary on the Old Testament

Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary. Electronic Database. Spring
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Wayward ChildrenWayward Children

Isaiah 1:2-4 NKJV
Thesis:

Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

from divine instruction.
3. 

through the agency of inspired prophets.
4. 

ments to encourage restoration of faithfulness.
Body:Body:
I. Let’s look more carefully at our text of Isaiah 1:2-4.

3. 
Biblesoft’s

4. 
Biblesoft’s
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thing more clearly.

Keil & Delitzsch

3. 

4. 
Biblesoft’s

Biblesoft’s

and forgets not to eat, but not so regarding the people of 

3. 
mere brute beasts exhibited more sense and loyalty than 

4. 
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D. 

3. 
Biblesoft’s

4. 
the beginning of verse four to lively and  severe indict

Keil & Delitzsch

E. 

Biblesoft’s

3. 

4. Biblesoft’s

a backbreaking and oppressive load of sin.
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Biblesoft’s

8. 

Biblesoft’s

Keil & Delitzsch

3. 

4. 

seemed advantageous.
5. 

Biblesoft’s

Biblesoft’s
8. 

Jamieson, Fausset and Brown
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II. What principles might we draw from Isaiah 1:2-4 to apply 
to ourselves today?

instructions.

lives according to divine direction.
3. 

physical
spiritual

3. 

3. 

4. 

Sin has reached epidemic proportions in our nation, 
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D. When anything rises to such importance in our lives that 
it crowds out God, we have turned our backs on God.

3. 

E. 
The sins of the parents are quickly learned by their chil

inherited by practice from generation to generation.
3. Parents need to muster the courage to break the family 

Conclusion:

to us as parents.

3. 
4. 
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to manifest righteousness.

Invitation:

To acquire initial salvation, every soul must be obedient to the 

3. 

Works Cited
Barnes’ Notes

Biblesoft’s New Exhaustive Strong’s Numbers and Concordance with Ex-
panded Greek-Hebrew Dictionary

Adam Clarke’s Commentary

Matthew Henry’s Commentary on the Whole Bible

Jamieson, Fausset and Brown Commentary

Keil & Delitzsch Commentary on the Old Testament

Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Biblical Words. Electronic Da
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Wasted Sermons I Have PreachedWasted Sermons I Have Preached

1 Thessalonians 2:13
Thesis:
such.
Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

a. 

b. 

their hearers.

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

3. 

manity and the strength of sin.
a. 

b. The most thorough and heartfelt presentations of God’s 
Word are wasted and useless without the appropriate 
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human response to them, Hebrews 4:2.

4. 
a. 
b. 

Body:Body:
I. I have preached wasted sermons about Christian worship.

3. 

matter.

the assemblies of the church.

the assemblies of the church.

3. 

garding this.

The apostle Paul clearly, unmistakably taught that singing 
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3. 

D. 

preaching necessarily includes positive and negative les

3. 

II. I have preached wasted sermons about Christian living.

remarriage.

The apostle Paul taught that divorce for any other reason 
requires the estranged spouses to remain celibate or rec

3. 

esty, murder, drunkenness, etc.
Such sinful conduct is routinely and regularly condemned 
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ences set aside divine instruction about moral issues.

maturity.

D.  

3. 

III.  I have preached wasted sermons about Christian service.

3. 

4. 

around them.
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3. 
IV. I have preached wasted sermons about the church.

 

3. 

nored by the church today than its responsibility to police 

3. 
Conclusion:

a. 

preached.
b. 
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c. 

through my lips to their ears.

a. 

b. 

c. 

Invitation:

3. 
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The People Had a Mind to WorkThe People Had a Mind to Work

Nehemiah 4:6
Thesis:

Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

ted to retain their ethnicity in exclusive neighborhoods.
a. 
b. 

3. 
a. 

b. 
c. 

4. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 

a. 
b. 

c. 
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d. 

e. 

a. 

b. Essentially, aside from the details, the principles involved 

Body:Body:
I. Preparation to rebuild Jerusalem’s walls.

requires many persons.

people.

essary to achieve any goal.

3. 

4. 
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scorn of their enemies.

D. Their enemies, though, immediately attempted to discourage 

II. The building of the walls.

Sanballat and Tobiah continued to ridicule and try to raise 

ance on prayer cannot be over emphasized.
D. 

of determination cannot be easily stymied.
III. 

They armed themselves for defense and continued to re

3. 

4. 
vented their enemies from attacking.
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3. 

are not immune to baseless accusations.
4. 

IV. 
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deter them from their labors.
V. How the Jews could have responded to Nehemiah in a num-

ber of ways instead of adopting a mind to work.

D. 
E. 

Conclusion:
Old Testament principles can bolster the faithful service of 

3. 
4. 

There’s no telling what good Christians can accomplish as 
long as they have a mind to work.

Invitation:

3. 
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Rebuilding the WallsRebuilding the Walls

Nehemiah 6:15
Thesis:
Songs:

Introduction:Introduction:

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

need, develop a biblical plan and decide to persevere despite 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Body:Body:
I. The need, alias the mission of the church renewed.

Especially our young people need to be indoctrinated in 
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the most holy faith and to be inoculated against religious 
error and ungodliness.

3.  

4. 

3. 

4. 

not sustain their numbers.
II. The solution.

3. 

4. 

regarding the true identity of the one true church, alone 
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8. 

3. 

4. 

 

3. 

4. 

Conclusion:

a. 

b. 

c. 
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d. 

a. 
b. 
c. 

success of this congregation.
d. 

Invitation:

3. 
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Spiritual CoordinationSpiritual Coordination

1 Corinthians 12:12-31; Romans 12:4-5;  
Ephesians 1:22-23; 4:16; Colossians 1:18; 2:19

Thesis:
as a unit.
Introduction:Introduction:

coordination problems.
a. Such may have resulted from a car accident, an elderly per

b.  
cooperate.

c. The result is a lack of bodily coordination.
d. Often, lack of coordination is accompanied by much frustra

Spiritually, the church is a body comprised of many members.
a. 
b. 

less frustrating to other members, elders, deacons, teachers, 

c. 

also becomes useless.
Body:Body:
I. All members are necessary, 1 Corinthians 12:12-22.

3. 
comprise the spiritual body — the church.

Each member contributes to the overall function of the body 
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3. 
— they need each other.

II. 
5; 1 Corinthians 12:27-31.

3. principle of each member of the body of 

3. 
deacons, preachers [evangelists], teachers and other 

III. 

tempered

Fitly joined compacted

3. Joints bands knit together nourished

, disjointed spiritual body.
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moralities, spout impure speech and exercise bad habits.
3. 

Conclusion:
Each member of a physical body must do its part

body must do his part
church.

3. 

4. Sometimes dead limbs or body parts must be amputated or 

Invitation:

3. 
baptized for the remission of your sins and be added to the body 
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Focused On HeavenFocused On Heaven

Hebrews 11:10, 14-16
Thesis:

Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

3. 

4. 

Body:Body:
I. Focus on Heaven as individuals.

in
of

3. 

4. 
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3. 

4. 

8. 

practice abominable sins, dress immodestly, dance, lie, 

heathen and yet have the audacity to expect to go to  
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Dedicate a liberal portion of your material resources to 

3. 
4. 

8. 

II. Focus on Heaven as congregations.

Other religions chastise the church for being exclusive, 

3. 

4. 
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church often fails to plan and consequently fails to do 

8. 

fests itself variously.

3. 

4. 
trine on marriage, divorce and remarriage, church disci

sured by false teachers to change the plan of salvation, 
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tioned buildings priding ourselves in our orthodoxy!
Typically, congregations invest more time and money in 

ing buildings or the overhead — than they do in the direct 
missions of the church.

8. One patriarch

are perhaps the besetting sins among us!

abominable variety is displayed openly among our mem

proclamation of doctrinal error instead of providing pulpits 

2. Our fellowship is exclusively with those who are in fel-
lowship with God

3. 
upon and change doctrine from time to time, the churches 

absolute, unchanging, biblical 
doctrine
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4. 

8. 

splits the church, it needs to 

Conclusion:

3. The eternal redemption of others, in part, also depends on the 

4. 
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let’s go to Heaven together!
Invitation:
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Seek Ye First the Kingdom of  GodSeek Ye First the Kingdom of  God

Matthew 6:24-34
Thesis:
less concern and anxiety for material matters.
Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

This is not a lesson directed primarily to the unsaved, but rather 
it is primarily intended for the saved.
a. 

b. 

a. 
b. 

c. 

3. 

a. 

b. 
c. 

Body:Body:
I. 

all men seek, sometimes with anxiousness.

equal devotion.
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cerned about material matters.

tentment.
3. 

by one may provide for his family and himself is not dimin

4. The acquisition of food, clothing and shelter is the chief 

D. 

E. 

hibit more concern for material things over spiritual matters.

that man need not have more concern for material things 
than for spiritual matters.

3. 
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prosperity in this life.

3. 

4. 

II. 
kingdom of God than the physical necessities of life.

3. 
4. 

the preceding verses, i.e. food, clothes, shelter.
The contrast of life goals is sharp and vivid.

3. Therefore, Christians should not act like non-Chris-
tians who diminish spiritual pursuits in favor of mate-
rial prosperity.

III. 
follow Him to prioritize their lives to seek spiritual matters 
and that the physical necessities of life will also come our way.
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blessings are more enduring.

IV. 

vocation
avocation

he makes a living for his family and himself.
3. 

including material prosperity, should be secondary to us.

tian living.

time they can.
3. 

Conclusion:
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a. 
hopes.

b. 

lives.
Invitation:

a. 
b. 

3. 
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Seeking and Serving the LordSeeking and Serving the Lord

1 Chronicles 28:9
Thesis: To encourage greater activity in seeking and serving the 

Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

a. 
b. 

c. 

 

a. 

Temple.
b. 

3. 
omon.
a. 
b. 

Body:Body:
I. 
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3. 

3. 

II. Serve Him with a perfect heart.

3. 
4. 

3. 
4. 
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III.  With a willing mind.

prosperity, but it must be as one purposes in his heart,  

 

3. 

3. 

IV. The Lord searcheth all hearts and understandeth all the 
imaginations of the thoughts.

3. 

V. If thou seek Him, He will be found of thee.
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This is a comforting hope for us embedded in Scripture.

3. 

vised by men.
VI. 

ment of the righteous and the unrighteous respectively to 

3. 

Conclusion:

a. 
b. 

a. 

b. 
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3. 
a. 

demn one.
b. 

c. 
the solemn charge given to him by his father, David.

Invitation:
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Here Am IHere Am I

Genesis 22:1; 1 Samuel 3:4
Thesis:

Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

a. 
and priest Eli.

b. 
c. 

a. 

b. 

c. 
d. 

3. 

a. 

b. 

4. 
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Body:Body:
I. 

This sentence displays an attitude of submissiveness and hu

3. 
4. 

The apostle Paul commended the readiness of brethren,  

selected them.

 

3. 

4. 
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D. 
has chosen for them to perform.

3. 

II. 

3. 

4. 

selves.
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3. 

acceptably.

instructs them to do.

3. 

4. 

Conclusion:

The godly attitude of Samuel, if imitated by the church and 

3. 

Invitation:
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3. 
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God Is an Equal Opportunity EmployerGod Is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Galatians 3:28
Thesis: To emphasize the opportunity and the responsibility to serve 

Introduction:Introduction:

criminate against anyone on the basis of age, family heritage or 
educational opportunities.
a. 

b. 

c. 

d. The apostle Paul received the best available education of his 

3. 
4. 

Body:Body:
I. After one’s compliance with God’s plan of salvation, God 

does not hold against him his past sins.

The great apostle Paul himself had been responsible previ
ous to his conversion for the death and the imprisonment of 
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D. 

E. 

ment era is fundamental to the forgiveness of sins.

3. 
4. 

II. God permits and expects each Christian to work at Christianity.

has the same task to perform.
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III.  An equal opportunity employer is useless without willing 
workers.

must do something.
D. 

IV. 
to avoid doing what God assigned him to do.

Conclusion:

3. 
Invitation:

3. 
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Life with the Right PurposeLife with the Right Purpose

1 Corinthians 10:31
Thesis:

Introduction:Introduction:

Persons of any age may sometimes express the need 
themselves.

3. 

4. 

What is the right purpose for which everyone, and especially 
God’s people, must live their lives to please God?

Body:Body:
I. Immediate, legitimate objectives can obscure the right pur-

pose for living one’s life.

3. 
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3. 

underscores this often overlooked biblical principle.

evangelism may become so important that one may let 
them take central place in his life rather than the glory 

and even go so far as to try to damage or undermine some 

means to an end the end itself is to pervert the truth and 
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3. 

4. 

II. Every aspect of one’s life needs to be evaluated respecting the 
right purpose for living one’s life — which is to glorify God.

3. 

4. 
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3. 

C. Every waking moment should be evaluated to see if it 

does on his own time falls 

3. 

home responsibilities, our recreation, marital intimacy, 

4. 

Conclusion:

 

 

Invitation:

your life at this very hour.
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Works Cited
Gospel Gazette Online
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An Allen Wrench in the Toolbox of  GodAn Allen Wrench in the Toolbox of  God

Matthew 25:14-15
Thesis:
ties and opportunities.
Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

a. Tools themselves are expensive and come in all shapes and 
sizes to suit a variety of needs.

b. 

dimension, several sets of pliers in a variety of sizes, etc.
c. 

2. Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary

a. 

b. 

3. 

a. 

b. 

4. 

a. 
have in his toolbox.

b. 
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es, is essential for some applications.

c. 

Body:Body:
I. I want to be an allen wrench in the toolbox of God when it 

comes to worshipping Him in His own appointed way.

3. 

4. 
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of any day in any place provides an opportunity to pray,  

3. Some times during each day naturally lend themselves to 

4. 

II. I want to be an allen wrench in the toolbox of God when it 
comes to Christian service.

3. 

4. 
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3. 

III.  I want to be an allen wrench in the toolbox of God when it 
comes to godly living.

cery store, other drivers, etc.

3. 
lies, is not dishonest, is not lazy, is not divisive, does not 
murmur, does not imbibe alcohol, does not approve of the 

4. 

est degree of morality.
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3. 

Conclusion:

3. 

Invitation:

3. 

Works Cited
Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary
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Redeeming the TimeRedeeming the Time

Ephesians 5:15-17
Thesis:

Songs:
Introduction:Introduction:

a. 
b. 

a. 

b. 

3. The apostle Paul demonstrated in his life the principle involved 

a. 

b. 

4. 

Body:Body:
I. 

pointment book that has enough space to list several items 
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daily that one hopes to accomplish.

3. 

3. 

Triage in domestic life is directing medical attention to 

3. 
need to apply triage to the candidates for their time — attend 

4. 

D. 
management program.

3. 
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and for self needs to be budgeted.

II. Time management pays big dividends.

on a congregational basis.
3. 

4. 

brings a sense of accomplishment — a psychological pat 
on the back.

3. 

up space and occupied time on earth.

3. 
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in their lives.

Conclusion:

3. 

Invitation:

3. Unbaptized believers can begin redeeming the time by being 
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Now Therefore Perform the Doing of ItNow Therefore Perform the Doing of It

2 Corinthians 8:1-15; 9:1-7
Thesis: To exhort brethren to give themselves, their money and their 

Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

practices and discourage undesirable practices.
a. 
b. 

exhortations.
a. 

b. 

Body:Body:
I. Paul used the Macedonians as an example to the Corinthians 

for giving money in response to needy saints.
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D. 

E. 

II. Contemporary Christians and churches also need the exhor-

There are needs today that also require the giving of money 
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III. 
extends to more than money.

brethren to teach, distributing literature, etc.

3. 

ing our very selves, needs to be put into the service of 
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3. 
specting childrearing.

4. 
garding your marriages.

8. 

Conclusion:

able to give.
3. 

Invitation:

3. 
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It’s About Time
Ephesians 5:15-17

Thesis: To encourage one another to make an investment of them

Songs:

Introduction:Introduction:
Time is a biblically valuable commodity that each of us has as 

a. 
b. 

days remaining in our lives.
c. 

a. 

b. 

ought to be invested in the local church.
c. 

much of our time ought to be invested in the local church.
Body:Body:
I. What is the local church that I should invest my time in it?
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3. 

4. 

her husband.
3. Every local congregation is composed of its members — 

4. 

church as a bride is devoted to her husband.

II. What is a Christian that I should invest my time in the local 
church?

3. 
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4. 

The disciple considers it his duty to accept the doctrine 

3. 

The Parable of the Talents illustrates individual responsi

3. 

4. 

III. What about conversion and consecration of my life to the 
Lord should lead me to invest my time in the local church?
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3. 

4. 

3. 

4. 

Conclusion:
Even club memberships require time and money from their 

3. 

Invitation:

spiritual pursuits.
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Revive Us AgainRevive Us Again

Psalm 85:6
Thesis:

Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

a. 

ylonian captivity
b. 

c. 

d. 
been severe and eternal.

a. 

b. 

 

c. 
Body:Body:
I. We need a revival in biblical preaching.
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3. 

4. 

 

3. 

Only biblical preaching should occur in the pulpit.
The pulpit is no place for secular politics, except as pol

The pulpit is no place for entertainment.
3. The pulpit is no place for opinions, theories, philosophy 

4. The pulpit is no place for the compromise of biblical truth, 

The pulpit is no place for spineless preaching.
D. 

3. 
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II. We need a revival in Christian worship.

3. 

4. 

thian church did through confusion and disorderliness,  

3. 

particular order.

3. The primitive church also prayed and sang hymns in the 

III. We need a revival in biblical knowledge.
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3. 

3. 

D. 

3. 

IV. We need a revival of our dedication and willingness to serve 
Jesus Christ.

Each accountable person needs to evaluate the priorities in 
his life.
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D. 

E. 

3. 

V. We need a revival in our determination to be active partici-
pants in spreading the Gospel.

talk a good ballgame
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3. 

Conclusion:

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 

a. 
b. 

today.
Invitation:

Unbaptized believers also need a spiritual revival, baptism into 
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Conscience Void of  OffenceConscience Void of  Offence

Acts 24:16
Thesis:

Introduction:Introduction:

ment, the model of the human conscience appears expressed in 

3. 
Nelson’s

4. suneidesis
Biblesoft’s

Body:Body:
I. Just what is the conscience?

tinct faculty of the mind, like perception, memory, etc., 

mony of conscience certainly rests on the foundation of a 
New Unger’s

Nelson’s
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or bad, commending the good, condemning the bad, and so 

3. 

Merriam

Bible History
II. What relationship does one’s conscience sustain to right and 

wrong?

conscience believes is godly.

3. 

conscience believes is godly.
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3. 
subscribes to an imperfect moral code of conduct, devised 
by himself or by his peers.

4. The mechanism of conscience is by God’s design, but 
what mankind does with it is of his own making.

3. 
because he does not subscribe to any moral code of ethics 

4. 
morality but to amorality!

III. 

incorrectly commended him formerly for persecuting 

3. 

this life and for the life to come.
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3. 

4. 

3. 

4. 

Conclusion:
 New Unger’s Bible Dictionary
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insensible to all feeling.

McClintock and Strong
3. 

4. 

Invitation:

3. 

Works Cited
Bible History: Old Testament
Biblesoft’s New Exhaustive Strong’s Numbers and Concordance with Expanded 

Greek-Hebrew Dictionary

Easton’s Bible Dictionary

Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary

McClintock and Strong Encyclopedia
Nelson’s Illustrated Bible Dictionary
New Unger’s Bible Dictionary

Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Biblical Words. Electronic Database. 
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Life as a SchoolLife as a School

2 Timothy 3:15
Thesis: To emphasize that all of life lived is preparation for life to 

Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

a. 
b. 

future relationship or a future mission in life.

a. 

before him or her in the future.
b. 

her for even greater service later in life.
Body:Body:
I. Notice some Bible characters whose lives lived prepared 

them for godly service at some later date in their lives.

build an ark to preserve a remnant of humans and animals 

a righteous man, though living in an extremely ungodly 

3. 
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tinct today.

had passed.

3. 

4. 

3. 

4. 

II. Notice some Bible characters whose lives of service prepared 
them for even greater service later in their lives.

from a very young age throughout the balance of his life.
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lation to mankind, and Samuel became a great prophet,  

3. 
4. 

stage of godly service.

 

3. 
 

4. 

3. 

4. 
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Conclusion:

by day for even greater service later in life.

3. 
a. 

b. 

c. 

Invitation:

3. 
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Thirty Years Old

2 Samuel 5:3-5
Thesis:

Introduction:Introduction:

milestone in his earthly pilgrimage, i.e. at every age.
3. 

Body:Body:
I. First, anciently people had varying responsibilities and oppor-

tunities based on how young or old they were at any given time.

teen did the child qualify to become one of the ten men 

3. 

spective communities.
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3. 
character of the elder and implies maturity, dignity, expe

4. 

3.  

Antiquities
II. Second, notice some of what the Bible reveals about God’s 

servants who were 30-years-old.

3. 
he stood before Pharaoh.

4. Despite the likely discouragement during his slavery and 
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3. 

D. 

3. 

Conclusion:

experience all of the years characteristic of the human lifespan, 

Invitation:
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3. 

Works Cited

The New Manners and Customs of Bible Times. Electronic Data

Background Bible Study
The Works of Josephus. complete and unabridged. Electronic Database. 

The Interactive 
Bible
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Spiritual ImmaturitySpiritual Immaturity

Hebrews 5:11-14
Thesis:

Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

The apostle Paul used a familiar illustration to teach an import
ant spiritual lesson.
a. 

b. 

a. The spiritual immaturity addressed in the general epistle of 

b. 

c. 
 

3. There is every reason, then, to expect a degree of spiritual imma

a. 

b. 
church regarding its spiritual immaturity can help us today 

Body:Body:
I. Spiritual immaturity interferes with comprehension of the 

Word of God, Hebrews 5:11.
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ing verses.

immature.

II. The complaint in this context pertained not to new babes in 
Christ but to longtime members of the Lord’s church who 
had not grown spiritually, Hebrews 5:12.

The spiritually immature are dependent on someone reminding 

D. Obviously, spiritual maturity does not occur simply because 
of the passing of time.

and spiritual maturity had not developed among those ad
dressed therein.

E. 

to earlier spiritual immaturity.
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III.  The spiritually immature are obviously babes in Christ and 
recognizably so to everyone often except the babes in Christ 
themselves, Hebrews 5:13.

there are no non-participat-
ing memberships available in the church.

3. 

IV. 
good and evil, Hebrews 5:14.

than physical exercise for the body.
D. the spiritually immature cannot 

distinguish adequately between good and evil.
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Spiritual immaturity underlies virtually all the problems 

3. 
and prevent apostasy.

4. 

Conclusion:
Elders, preachers and teachers must be about the business of 

spiritually mature so that he may discern truth from error.
3. 

Invitation:

3. 
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The Perfect ChurchThe Perfect Church

1 Thessalonians 1:8
Thesis:

Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

Sometimes young preachers are overheard saying they are in 

a. 
acteristic, and so, the collection of souls into a congregation 

b. 

c. there is no point looking for a perfect congregation.

mendable and is recorded by inspiration.
a. 

posed of perfect servants.
b. 
c. 

Body:Body:
I. What if every member were like Peter and John as they 

stood before the Sanhedrin, Acts 4-5?
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II. What if every member were like Stephen as he stood before 

the Sanhedrin and subsequent mob?

III.  What if every member were like the apostle Paul who suf-
fered greatly to preach the Gospel of Christ, Acts 13-28;  
2 Corinthians 11:23-28; Philippians 3:4-11?

spect to persons.

pentance.
IV. What if every member were like Ananias, Acts 9, 22?

V. What if every member were like Dorcas?

VI. What if every member were like the Bereans, Acts 17:11?

mind.

VII. What if every member were like Peter in Galatians 2:11-
14 and Simon in Acts 8?

he repented.

of it.
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VIII. What if every member were like the Thessalonians,  

1 Thessalonians 1:8?

Conclusion:

could be multiplied.

3. 

Invitation:
Do you contribute to the success or to the failure of the church 

3. Unbaptized believers are not assets to the local church and need 
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Prepare to Meet Thy GodPrepare to Meet Thy God

Amos 4:12
Thesis:
Song:
Introduction:Introduction:

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

a. 
 

b. 

c. 

3. 

a. 
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b. 

c. 

4. 
a. impenitent souls must prepare to meet 

an angry God
b. 

c. 

Body:Body:
I. Israel was in need of much preparation to meet God.

3. 

4. 

3. 
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4. 

3. 

4. 
D. 

The rich cheated the poor in the marketplace to become 

3. 

E. 

3. 

4. 
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The most repulsive kinds of sexual sins became common

penitent.

3.  

4. 

II. God determined to punish impenitent Israel.
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granting victory to another nation.

D. 

E. 

The departing of the sun from one or from a nation illustrates 

3. 

4. 

Similar references occur respecting the destruction of  

instruction but certain punishment instead.
3. 
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Conclusion:

a. 
b. 

a. 

b. 

3. 
a. 

b. 
4. 

a. The Old Testament contains valuable information suitable 

b. 

Invitation:
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RedemptionRedemption
God’s Redemptive PlanGod’s Redemptive Plan

God’s Part
Love (John 3:16)
Grace (Ephesians 2:8)
Mercy (Titus 3:5)
Gospel (Romans 1:16)

Christ’s Part
The Blood of  Christ (Revelation 1:5)
Our Mediator (1 Timothy 2:5)

Holy Spirit’s Part
Revelation — the Bible or the Gospel (2 Peter 1:20-21)

Man’s Part
Bible Faith (John 8:24)
Repentance (Acts 17:30)
Confessing Christ (Romans 10:9-10)
Baptism (1 Peter 3:21)
Obedience (Hebrews 5:8, 9)
Purity (Revelation 22:14)
Faithfulness (Revelation 2:10)
Love (1 John 2:10)
Hope (Romans 8:24)
Works (James 2:24)
Endurance (Matthew 10:22)
Being Born Again (John 3:3-5)
Laying Aside Evil (James 1:21)
Preaching (1 Corinthians 1:18, 21)
Calling on the Name of  the Lord (Romans 10:14)
Knowledge of  the Scriptures (2 Timothy 3:15)




